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Abstract. One major theme of this article concerns the expansion of mod-
ular forms and functions in terms of fractional (Puiseux) series. This theme
is connected with another major theme, holonomic functions and sequences.
With particular attention to algorithmic aspects, we study various connec-
tions between these two worlds. Applications concern partition congruences,
Fricke-Klein relations, irrationality proofs a la Beukers, or approximations to
pi studied by Ramanujan and the Borweins. As a major ingredient to a “first
guess, then prove” strategy, a new algorithm for proving differential equations
for modular forms is introduced.

1. Introduction

The study of holonomic functions and sequences satisfying linear differential and
difference equations, respectively, with polynomial coefficients has roots tracing
back (at least) to the time of Gauß. More recently such objects have become
fundamental ingredients for the modern theory of enumerative combinatorics;
see, for example, the work of Stanley [34]. Concerning the promotion of the
algorithmic relevance of these objects, a major role was played by Zeilberger’s
pioneering “holonomic systems approach” to special functions identities [40].

The ubiquitous nature of holonomic functions and sequences is documented by the
numerous examples given in the literature, for instance, in the magnum opus [34].1

However, when browsing through Ramanujan’s Notebooks [8, 9, 10, 11, 12] and
Lost Notebooks [3, 4, 5, 6, 7], one finds it surprisingly difficult to identify holo-
nomic sequences or functions — apart from classical hypergeometric series having
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hypergeometric summands which, by definition, satisfy a linear recurrence, with
polynomial coefficients, of order 1. To some extent this phenomenon can be
explained as follows: Many of Ramanujan’s entries are related to partition num-
bers p(n) or variations of such. As a matter of fact, proved in Proposition 3.2,
(p(n))n≥0 is not holonomic — despite being one of the most prominent combina-
torial and number theoretical sequences!

One objective of this paper is to cure Ramanujan’s work from this “non-holonomy
syndrom.” This will be done by considering holonomic differential equations and
algebraic relations, satisfied by modular functions and forms which are associated
to the given non-holonomic sequences, resp. functions. Our study is driven by
algorithmic consideration; applications concern results related to Ramanujan’s
work, partition congruences, and special functions relations of Fricke-Klein type
which, for instance, arise in approximations for π and in Beukers’ modular form
version of Apèry’s proof of ζ(3) 6∈ Q. In all these examples the computer algebra
package GeneratingFunctions, written by Christian Mallinger in Mathemat-
ica [26]2, is playing a crucial role.3

Another major aspect of this article concerns differential equations involving mod-
ular forms and functions. In general, any modular form satisfies a non-linear
third order differential equation with constant coefficients; see, for instance, [39,
Prop. 16]. But in many contexts relevant to Ramanujan’s work, modular form
theory guarantees the existence of holonomic differential equations. Zagier [39,
Prop. 21] introduces to this fact as follows: “. . . it is at the heart of the original
discovery of modular forms by Gauss and of the later work of Fricke and Klein
and others, and appears in modern literature as the theory of Picard-Fuchs dif-
ferential equations or of the Gauss-Manin connection — but it is not nearly as
well known as it ought to be.” The story connected to this quote is continued in
Section 6. As a contribution to this topical area, in the spirit of the “first guess,
then prove” paradigm4, in this article together with [31] we present an algorithm
which automatically proves a claim stating that a given modular form of positive
weight satisfies a differential equation which is linear and with coefficients being
polynomials in a given modular function.

Our article is structured as follows. To make the exposition as self-contained
as possible, in Section 2 we present the most important basic facts on modu-
lar functions and forms needed. Section 3 does the same for univariate holo-
nomic functions and sequences; an illustrative example is taken from Ramanu-
jan’s “Quarterly Reports”. Section 4 introduces to one of the major themes,
the expansion of modular forms and functions in terms of fractional (Puiseux)

2This package is freely available upon password request by email to the first named author.
3A much more powerful multivariate package HolonomicFunctions has been developed by

Christoph Koutschan [23] also in the Mathematica system.
4This paradigm, e.g., was popularized by George Polya in many of his writings.
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series. In Section 5 we present case studies dealing with relations of Fricke-Klein
type, irrationality proofs based on modular forms a la Beukers, and approxi-
mations to pi which were first discovered by Ramanujan and then extensively
studied by Jonathan and Peter Borwein. In Section 6, again with focus on an
algorithmic setting, we discuss aspects of a classical connection of modular forms
with differential equations. This connection traces back to Gauß and was pop-
ularized prominently by Zagier. In addition, we present a brief account5 of a
new algorithm for proving differential equations for modular forms. Beginning
with Section 7, we try make the following point: connecting Puiseux expansions
for modular functions with holonomic differential equations is of interest for the
theory of partition congruences. After an introductory example inspired by Ra-
manujan’s 11 | p(11n+6) observation, in Section 8 we discuss algebraic relations
between modular functions and corresponding issues of computational relevance.
In Section 9 the focus is shifted from algebraic relations to differential equations
involving modular functions. Choosing Andrews’ 2-colored Frobenius partitions,
Section 10 presents another case study to illustrate aspects treated in Sections 8
and 9. Linear differential equations with algebraic function coefficients can be
transformed into holonomic differential equations. The Appendix Section 11 con-
tains a proof of this fact6; it also comments very shortly on zero-recognition of
meromorphic functions on Riemann surfaces.

2. Conventions and Basic Facts: Modular Functions and Forms

Conventions used throughout this paper: N denotes a positive integer,

H := {z ∈ C : Im(z) > 0}, Ĉ := C ∪ {∞}, and Q̂ := Q ∪ {∞}.
The ring of formal power series over the complex numbers, resp. over the integers
Z, is denoted by C[[z]], resp. Z[[z]]. The ring of univariate polynomials with
complex coefficients is denoted by C[X], and by C[X, Y ] in the bivariate case.

The group SL2(Z) = {( a bc d ) ∈ Z2×2 : ad − bc = 1} acts on elements τ from the
upper half complex plane H by

(
a b
c d

)

τ :=
aτ + b

cτ + d
.

Congruence subgroups Γ are subgroups of SL2(Z) which are specified by congru-
ence conditions on their entries.7 The so-called principal congruence subgroup is

5Full details are given in [31].
6Proposition 6.2
7More precisely, such Γ is a discrete subgroup of SL2(R) which is commensurable with SL2(Z)

(i.e., Γ ∩ SL2(Z) has finite index in Γ and SL2(Z)) and Γ(N) ⊆ Γ for some N .
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defined as

Γ(N) :=
{(

a b
c d

)

∈ SL2(Z) :

(
a b
c d

)

≡
(
1 0
0 1

)

(modN)
}

.

A congruence subgroup Γ is called to be of level N , if Γ(N) ⊆ Γ and N is minimal
with this property. Besides Γ(N), we need the congruence subgroups

Γ0(N) :=
{(

a b
c d

)

∈ SL2(Z) :

(
a b
c d

)

≡
(
⋆ ⋆
0 ⋆

)

(modN)
}

and

Γ1(N) :=
{(

a b
c d

)

∈ SL2(Z) :

(
a b
c d

)

≡
(
1 ⋆
0 1

)

(modN)
}

.

There are many refinements, for instance, for positive integers N,M,P such that
M | NP :

Γ(N,M,P ) :=
{(

a b
c d

)

∈ SL2(Z) :

a ≡ d ≡ 1 (modM), b ≡ 0 (modP ), c ≡ 0 (modN)
}

.

In Section 6.3 we will need Γ(2, 4, 2) together with properties which we retrieve by
using the computer algebra system Magma.8 See also Example 2.6, Example 4.2,
and Section 5.3.

2.1. Modular Forms. For a function f : H → Ĉ, k ∈ Z≥0, and γ = ( a bc d ) ∈
SL2(Z) we define the weight k slash-action as usual by

(f |kγ)(τ) := (cτ + d)−kf(γτ), τ ∈ H.

Also as usual, we define (e.g., [28, Def. 1.8]): Let f : H → Ĉ be meromorphic,
k ∈ Z≥0, and Γ a congruence subgroup. Then f is called a meromorphic modular
form of weight k for Γ, if for all γ ∈ Γ,

(1) (f |kγ)(τ) = f(τ), τ ∈ H,

and if for each γ0 ∈ SL2(Z) there exists N0 = N0(γ0) ∈ Z>0 and n0 = n0(γ0) ∈ Z

together with a Fourier expansion,

(2) (f |kγ0)(τ) =
∑

n≥n0

aγ0(n)q
n
N0
,

where qN0 := e2πiτ/N0 and aγ0(n0) 6= 0.

Modular forms with weight k = 0 are called modular functions ; in this case we
write f | γ0 instead of f |0 γ0. Also if k = 0, the integer n0 = n0(γ0) is called the
order of f | γ0 at infinity; notation: n0 = ord(f |γ0).

8In the Magma system, this group is specified as CongruenceSubgroup([N,M,P]); see http:
//magma.maths.usyd.edu.au/magma/handbook/text/1589
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One can extend the action of SL2(Z) on H to an action on Ĥ := H ∪ Q̂ by
defining γ∞ = a/c for γ = ( a bc d ). If γ0∞ = γ1∞ = a/c for γj ∈ SL2(Z), then
n0 = ord(f | γ0) = ord(f | γ1). If γ0 = ( 1 0

0 1 ) ∈ SL2(Z), then we write in short
ord f := ord(f |γ0) for the order of f at infinity.

2.2. Modular Functions. For algorithmic zero recognition, modular functions
to us are most important. For those, owing to k = 0, we have the invariance
f(γτ) = f(τ) for all γ ∈ Γ, and the expansions (2) then allow to extend f

meromorphically to all the points a/c ∈ Q̂ where a/0 := ∞. To this end, the

first step is to extend the action of SL2(Z) on H to an action on Ĥ := H ∪ Q̂

as already mentioned. Notation: for any congruence subgroup Γ the Γ-orbit of
τ ∈ Ĥ is written as [τ ]Γ := {γτ : γ ∈ Γ}. We will write [τ ] instead of [τ ]Γ, if the
subgroup Γ is clear from the context.

After this first step, the meromorphic extension of a modular function f from H

to a function on Ĥ is done by choosing γ0 = ( a bc d ) ∈ SL2(Z) such that γ0∞ = a/c,
and one defines

f(a/c) := (f |γ0)(∞) :=







∞ if n0 < 0,

aγ0(0) if n0 = 0

0 if n0 > 0

.

A straightforward verification shows that this definition is independent from the
choice of γ0. This means, if one chooses another γ1 ∈ SL2(Z) such that γ1∞ =
a/c, one would obtain the same value for f(a/c). Moreover, f(a/c) = f(γ a

c
) for

any γ ∈ Γ. Together with (1), this means, a modular function is constant on all
the Γ-orbits [τ ]Γ. The set of all such orbits, denoted by X(Γ), can be equipped
with the structure of a compact Riemann surface. Hence a modular function f
with respect to Γ can be interpreted as a function f̂ : X(Γ)→ Ĉ; in fact, such f̂
will be meromorphic.

Orbits [τ ]Γ, where τ = a/c ∈ Q̂, are called cusps. Congruence subgroups have

only a finite index in SL2(Z), hence Q̂ = {γ∞ : γ ∈ SL2(Z)} = SL2(Z)∞ =
∪j Γγj∞ = ∪j[γj∞]Γ is a disjoint union of finitely many cusps. Fourier expan-
sions as in (2) are called expansions of f at the cusp [a/c], or simply at a/c.

Special attention is given to the case a/c = ∞ (i.e., c = 0). In this case we
can exploit the fact that each congruence subgroup contains a translation matrix
(
±1 N0
0 ±1

)
with N0 ∈ Z>0 minimal; this means, a modular function f satisfying (1)

has minimal period N0. Suppose for all τ ∈ H with Im(τ) sufficiently large the
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Fourier expansion of f at infinity9 is:

(3) f(τ) =
∑

n≥n0

a(n)qn/N0 .

In various contexts we need to put emphasis on representing f in the Fourier
variable q; in such cases we write

(4) f̃(q) :=
∑

n≥n0

a(n)qn/N0 = f(τ) for q = e2πiτ sufficiently small.

Remark 2.1. As mentioned above, Q̂ is a disjoint union of finitely many cusps.
As a consequence, if f is a non-constant modular function holomorph on H and
with f(a/c) = ∞ for some a/c ∈ Q̂, then f(r) = ∞ for an infinite set of values

r ∈ Q̂. In view of (4) this means, f̃(z) =∞ for infinitely many z on the complex
unit circle |q| = 1.

2.3. Zero recognition of modular functions. For zero recognition of a modu-
lar function f , one exploits its extension to a meromorphic function f̂ : X(Γ)→ Ĉ

on the compact Riemann surface X(Γ). Namely, if such functions are non-
constant, they have the property that

(5) number of poles of f̂ = number of zeros of f̂ ,

counting multiplicities; for further details see Lemma 11.2 in the Appendix Sec-
tion 11.2.

Remark 2.2. Particularly straightforward applications of this fact are with regard
to modular functions having a possible pole only at infinity:

M∞(Γ) := {f : H ∪ Q̂→ Ĉ : f̂ has poles only at ∞, and(6)

f is a modular function for the congruence subgroup Γ}.
We note that M∞(Γ) is a C-algebra; i.e., a ring with multiplication by scalars
from C. To prove equality f1 = f2 of two modular functions in M∞(Γ), it is
sufficient to inspect the q-expansion at infinity,

f1 − f2 =
c−m0

qm0/N0
+ · · ·+ c−1

q1/N0
+ c0 + c1q

1/N0 + . . . ,

and to verify that

c−m0 = · · · = c−1 = c0 = 0.

Notice that in this case f1 − f2 ∈M∞(Γ), resp. f̂1 − f̂2 : X(Γ)→ Ĉ, has no pole
but a zero at infinity; hence according to (5) it must be a constant.

9In other words, at the point ∞ ∈ Q̂, resp. at the cusp [∞].
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Finally, for the field of modular functions meromorphic on H we write:

M(Γ) := {f : H ∪ Q̂→ Ĉ : f is meromorphic on H, and(7)

f is a modular function for the congruence subgroup Γ};
for the C-vector space of modular forms of weight k ≥ 1 for Γ we write Mk(Γ).

2.4. Examples of modular forms and functions.

Example 2.3. Consider the Dedekind eta function,

η(τ) := eπiτ/12
∞∏

j=1

(1− e2πiτj) = q1/24
∞∏

j=1

(1− qj), τ ∈ H.

For γ = ( a bc d ) ∈ SL2(Z) it transforms as

(8) η
(aτ + b

cτ + d

)

= v(γ)(cτ + d)1/2η(τ),

where for the root one takes the principal branch10 and with v(γ) being some
24th root of unity depending on γ. For details on ∆ and v(γ) see, e.g., [16, Thm.
5.8.1]. As a consequence of (8) the Delta function

∆(τ) := η(τ)24, τ ∈ H,

is a modular form of weight 12 for SL2(Z); i.e., ∆ ∈M12(SL2(Z)).

Example 2.4. In Subsection 5.1 we will need the normalized Eisenstein series

E4(τ) = 1 + 240
∞∑

n=1

∑

d|n

d3qn = 1 + 240q + 2160q2 + · · · , q = e2πiτ with τ ∈ H.

As shown in [16, Sect. 5.2], E4 ∈M4(SL2(Z)).

Example 2.5. The most important modular function is the Klein j function, also
called modular invariant,

j(τ) =
E4(τ)

3

∆(τ)
=

1

q
+ 744 + 196884q + 21493760q2 + . . . , q = e2πiτ with τ ∈ H.

Being the quotient of two modular forms in M12(SL2(Z)), one has that j ∈
M(Γ(1)). Since j has no pole in H, j ∈M∞(Γ(1)); see [16, Sect. 5.7].

Example 2.6. Consider the Jacobi theta functions with q = e2πiτ ,

(9) θ2(τ) =
∑

n∈Z+1/2

qn
2/2 = 2

η(2τ)2

η(τ)
, τ ∈ H,

10I.e., if z = reiϕ, r ∈ R>0 and −π < ϕ ≤ π, then z1/2 =
√
reiϕ/2.
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and

(10) θ3(τ) =
∑

n∈Z

qn
2/2 = 1 + 2

∞∑

n=1

qn
2/2 =

η(τ)5

η(τ/2)2η(2τ)2
, τ ∈ H.

One has, as a consequence of (8), that for all γ ∈ Γ(2, 4, 4),

θ2(γτ)
2 = (cτ + d) θ2(τ)

2

and for all γ ∈ Γ(2, 4, 2),

θ3(γτ)
2 = (cτ + d) θ3(τ)

2.

In other words, θ22 and θ
2
3 are modular forms of weight 1 for Γ(2, 4, 4) ⊆ Γ(2, 4, 2).11

3. Univariate Holonomic Functions and Sequences

An introduction to univariate holonomic theory and related algorithms is given
in [22].12 In this section we recall only the most fundamental holonomic notions.
To illustrate the main concepts, we apply computer algebra to an example arising
in the work of Ramanujan. Further details and proofs of the presented holonomic
yoga, can be found found in [22]; related theoretical extensions and applications
in enumerative combinatorics can be found in [34].

A sequence (a(n))n≥0 is holonomic13 :⇔ there exist polynomials pj(X), not all
zero, such that

(11) pd(n)a(n+ d) + · · ·+ p0(n)a(n) = 0, n ≥ 0.

In the given context we restrict to complex sequences; as a consequence, the
pj(X) are from C[X], the ring of polynomials with coefficients in C. The same
restriction to C applies to functions.

Let y(z) =
∑∞

n=0 a(n)z
n be a function analytic at 0 or, alternatively, a formal

power series with complex coefficients: y(x) is holonomic14 :⇔ there exist poly-
nomials Pj(X) ∈ C[X], not all zero, such that

(12) Pm(z)y
(m)(z) + · · ·+ P0(z)y(z) = 0.

The following fact, despite easy to prove, is of fundamental importance.

11Recalling definition (3), notice that θ2(τ) and θ3(τ) have period N0 = 2. — In addition, we
note that allowing multiplier systems in the definition of modular forms, θ2 and θ3 are modular
forms of weight 1/2 for a bigger congruence subgroup than Γ(2, 4, 2); see, e.g., [16].

12[22] is intended as a computer algebra supplement to “Concrete Mathematics” [21].
13P-recursive (polynomially recursive) in [34].
14D-finite (differentiably finite) in [34].
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Proposition 3.1. If y(z) is a formal power series or a function analytic at 0:

y(z) =
∞∑

n=0

a(n)zn is holonomic ⇔ (a(n))n≥0 is holonomic.

We will see many applications below. But first we apply Prop. 3.1 to prove

Corollary 3.2. The sequence of partition numbers (p(n))n≥0 is not holonomic.

Proof. Suppose it is holonomic. Then Prop. 3.1 implies that y(z) :=
∑∞

n=0 p(n)z
n

is holonomic and would satisfy a differential equation as in (12) with Pm(z) 6= 0,
say. As a polynomial, Pm(z) has only finitely many zeros; thus any analytic
solution to (12) can have only finitely many singularities on its circle of conver-
gence. This gives a contradiction to y(z) =

∏∞
j=1(1−zj)−1 having infinitely many

singularities on the complex unit circle. �

For the same reason, modular forms and modular functions cannot be holonomic.
We restrict to prove an important special case explicitly:

Corollary 3.3. The q-expansion f̂(q) of any non-constant function f ∈M∞(Γ),
Γ a congruence subgroup, is not holonomic.

Proof. The statement follows from the fact that f̃(z) = ∞ for infinitely many
z = e2πiτ on the complex unit circle; see Remark 2.1. �

Example 3.4. For fixed n ∈ Z≥1 consider the power series

(13) y(z) :=
∞∑

k=0

an(k)z
k where an(k) := n

(n+ 2k − 1)!

(n+ k)!k!
(−1)k,

which arose in the work of Ramanujan. Before we point to references, we demon-
strate how y(z) can be studied by following the “holonomic paradigm.” To this
end, as announced in the Introduction, we use a RISC software package written
in the Mathematica system. After putting the package in a directory where we
open a Mathematica session, we read it in as follows15:

In[1]:= << RISC‘GeneratingFunctions‘

Package GeneratingFunctions version 0.8
written by Christian Mallinger c© RISC-JKU

As a hypergeometric sequence (an(k))k≥0 is holonomic. This means, the quotient
of two consecutive terms is a rational function,

an(k + 1)

an(k)
= −(2k + n)(2k + n+ 1)

(k + 1)(k + n+ 1)
;

15The package is freely available at https://combinatorics.risc.jku.at/software upon
password request via email to the first named author.
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in other words, it satisfies recurrence of order 1.

Hence, by Prop. 3.1, y(z) is holonomic and we use the package to pass from the
order 1 recurrence as input, to a differential equation for y(z):

In[2]:= de = RE2DE[{(k + 1)(k + n + 1)a[k + 1] + (2k + n)(2k + n + 1)a[k] == 0,

a[0] == 1}, a[k], y[z]]

Out[2]= {(n+ n
2)y[z] + (1+ n+ 6z+ 4nz)y′[z] + (z+ 4z

2)y′′[z] = 0, y[0] = 1, y′[0] = −n}

We use a command from the Mathematica system to solve it:

In[3]:= DSolve[de, y[z], z,Assumptions → (n ∈ Integers&&n > 0)]

DSolve : For some branches of the general solution, the given boundary

conditions lead to an empty solution.

From the system’s reply we extract that the built-in solver16 cannot handle a
generic positive integer n in this differential equation, so we ask the system to
solve special instances of it:

In[4]:= {DSolve[de /.n → 1, y[z], z],DSolve[de /.n → 2, y[z], z]}

Out[4]= {{{y[z] →
−1+ Sqrt[1+ 4z]

2z
}}, {{y[z]− →

1+ 2z− Sqrt[1+ 4z]

2z2
}}}

We could continue with n = 3, 4, and so on, to collect more data for guessing a
closed form for y(z). However, in our context it is more instructive to consider
an alternative way to proceed. The output expressions in Out[4] already suggest
that y(x) might be an algebraic function (resp. power series); this means, a func-
tion (resp. power series) which satisfies a polynomial relation with polynomial
coefficients. Connecting to holonomic objects, we have the

Proposition 3.5. Any algebraic function (resp. power series) y(z) is holonomic.
More concretely, if P (z, y(z)) = 0 for a polynomial P (X, Y ) ∈ C[X][Y ] of degree
m = degY P (X, Y ) in Y , then y(z) satisfies a homogeneous differential equation
of order m as in (12), or an inhomogeneous differential equation of order m− 1
of the form

(14) Qm−1(z)y
(m−1)(z) + · · ·+Q0(z)y(z) = Q(z)

with polynomials Qj(X), Q(X) ∈ C[X].

Proof. The proof in [34, Thm. 6.4.6] works the same for our case where P (X, Y )
is not necessarily irreducible. �

Example 3.6 (Example 3.4 continued). To obtain a closed form for y(z), our
strategy is to apply computer-supported guessing successively for n = 1,2, etc.
The procedure to do so, GuessAE, is part of the GeneratingFunctions package.
As input we take the first 15 coefficients an(0), . . . , an(14) successively fixing

16Using Mathematica V11.3.0.
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n = 1, n = 2, and n = 3. As it turns out, these 15 initial values are sufficient to
automatically guess an algebraic equation in each instance:

In[5]:= aList[n ] := Table[n
(n + 2k − 1)!

(n + k)!k!
(−1)k, {k, 0, 14}];

In[6]:= GuessAE[aList[1], y[z]

Out[6]= {{−1+ y[z] + zy[z]2 = 0, y[0] = 1}, ogf}

In[7]:= GuessAE[aList[2], y[z]

Out[7]= {{1+ (−1− 2z)y[z] + z
2
y[z]2 = 0, y[0] = 1}, ogf}

In[8]:= GuessAE[aList[3], y[z]

Out[8]= {{−1+ (1+ 3z)y[z] + z
3
y[z]2 = 0, y[0] = 1}, ogf}17

From this data, after solving the quadratic equations and fixing the sign of the
solution, the following conjecture becomes evident:

(15) y(z) =

(
2

1 +
√
4z + 1

)n

, n ≥ 1.

Remarks 3.7 (on Example 3.4 and Example 3.6). (i) Using computer-supported
holonomic guessing, we derived the closed form representation (15) as a conjec-
ture. On the other hand, by holonomic methods we computed (and thus proved!)
the differential equation in Out[2] which is satisfied by y(z) for generic n ∈ Z>0.

18

Hence the task to prove (15) is trivialized: just take the differential equation and
verify that it is satisfied by the right hand side of (15).

(ii) With the GeneratingFunctions package one can automatically obtain from
any specific algebraic equation the corresponding differential equation; for exam-
ple, starting with the relation in Out[8] gives,

In[9]:= AE2DE[{−1 + (1 + 3z)y[z] + z3y[z]2 == 0, y[0] == 1}, y[z]]

Out[9]= 3− 3(1+ 4z+ 2z
2)y[z]− (z+ 5z

2 + 4z
3)y′[z] = 0

By differentiation we turn this inhomogeneous equation into a homogeneous one:

In[10]:= D[3 − 3(1 + 4z + 2z2)y[z] − (z + 5z2 + 4z3)y′[z], z] //Simplify

Out[10]= −(1+ z)(12y[z] + 2(2+ 9z)y′[z] + z(1+ 4z)y′′[z])

Up to the factor −(1 + z), this is the case n = 3 of Out[2].

(iii) Identity (15) stems from the first of Ramanujan’s “Quarterly Reports”; it
is entry (1.12) in [8]. As explained in [8], this identity arose in the context of
Ramanujan’s “Master Theorem”; Bruce Berndt presents a wonderful account of
this theorem, and also tells the story of Ramanujan’s reports.

17“ogf” means, one has to take y(z) as an “ordinary generating function” y(z) =
∑

a(k)xk,
in contrast to an interpretation as an“exponential generating function (egf).”

18In fact, this differential equation is satisfied by y(z) also if n is a non-zero real number.
Thus, defining the an(k) for such n (using the Gamma function instead of factorials), the
identity (15) extends to real n.
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(iv) Consider the first 15 coefficients a1(0), . . . , a1(14) where we fix n = 1:

In[11]:= aList[1]

Out[11]= {1,−1, 2,−5, 14,−42, 132,−429, 1430,−4862, 16796,−58786, 208012,−742900, 2674440}

These are the first 15 Catalan numbers Cn = 1
n+1

(
2n
n

)
with alternating signs.

Indeed, consulting Sloane’s OEIS at http://oeis.org (entry A00976, and also
entries like A090749) one finds that Ramanujan’s numbers for fixed n ≥ 1 are
forming the nth diagonals of the table of the celebrated Ballot numbers B(ℓ, k) :=
ℓ−k
ℓ+k

(
ℓ+k
ℓ

)
, where ℓ > 0 and 0 ≤ k ≤ ℓ:

|an(k)| = B(n+ k, k), n ≥ 1, k ≥ 0.

The Catalan numbers sit on the main diagonal (B(1 + k, k))k≥0.

4. Puiseux Expansions

In this section we present the basic mechanism of Puiseux expansion which will
be used to connect holonomic functions and sequences with modular functions
and forms.

As a major theme, we will study the following setting. Given a Laurent series,

g =
∞∑

k=M

g(k)xk, M ∈ Z fixed,

and a power series,

h = xm(1 + h1x+ h2x
2 + . . .

︸ ︷︷ ︸

=:ψ=ψ(x)

), m ∈ Z≥1 fixed,

find (c(k))k≥M such that

(16) g =
∞∑

k=M

c(k)h
k
m ,

where to define h
k
m := (h

1
m )k we choose the branch

h
1
m := x(1 + ψ)

1
m :=

∞∑

n=0

(
1/m

n

)

ψn.

Expansions as in (16) are called Puiseux series or fractional series. Such expan-
sions always exist, for formal power series as well as for complex functions g and
h being meromorphic and holomorphic, respectively, at 0. The coefficients can
be computed as follows.
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Lemma 4.1. Given g and h as above. Then there exists a sequence (c(k))k≥M
of complex numbers such that

g =
∞∑

k=M

c(k)h
k
m .

Moreover, the c(k) are uniquely determined by

c(k) := coefficient of xk in
∞∑

j=M

g(j)W (x)j, k ≥M,

where W is the compositorial inverse of U(x) := h
1
m (x) = x(1 + h1x + . . . )

1
m ;

i.e.,

W (U(x)) = U(W (x)) = x.

Proof.
∞∑

k=M

c(k)h
k
m (x) =

∞∑

k=M

(h
1
m (x))k

(

coeff. of zk in
∞∑

j=M

g(j)W (z)j
)

=
∞∑

j=M

g(j)W (h
1
m (x))j =

∞∑

j=M

g(j)xj = g.

�

To illustrate this kind of Puiseux expansion, we take a classical example from
Zagier’s classical exposition [39].

Example 4.2. Recall the modular forms θ22 ∈M1(Γ(2, 4, 4)) and θ
2
3 ∈M1(Γ(2, 4, 2))

from Ex. 2.6. Let x := eiπτ = q1/2. As in [39, p. 63] choose

g = θ3(τ)
2 = 1 + 4x+ 4x2 + . . . and h =

θ2(τ)
4

24θ3(τ)4
= x(1− 8x+ 44x2 − . . . );

i.e., m = 1. Here h(τ) = λ(τ)/16 is the normalized modular lambda function.
Applying (8) reveals that λ ∈ M(Γ(2, 4, 2)).19 Using a computer algebra system
like Mathematica, according to Lemma 4.1 the coefficients c(k) can be computed
as follows:

In[12]:= g = 1 + 4x + 4x2 + 4x4 + 8x5 + O[x]6;

In[13]:= U = x(1 − 8x + 44x2 − 192x3 + 718x4 + O[x]5);

In[14]:= W = InverseSeries[U]

Out[14]= x+ 8x
2 + 84x

3 + 992x
4 + O[x]5

In[15]:= ComposeSeries[g,W]

19The product forms (9) and (10) of θ2
2
and θ2

3
imply that they are holomorphic in H.
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Out[15]= 1+ 4x+ 36x
2 + 400x

3 + 4900x
4 + O[x]5

Interpreting the Mathematica output, we obtained

θ3(τ)
2 =

∞∑

k=0

c(k)
(λ(τ)

16

)k

= 1+ 4
λ(τ)

16
+ 36

λ(τ)2

162
+ 400

λ(τ)3

163
+ 4900

λ(τ)4

164
+ . . . ,

With the same ease one can compute sufficiently many further values of the
c(k) for additional information. For example, using the first 12 values, we can
automatically guess a holonomic recurrence for the c(k):

In[16]:= cList = {1, 4, 36, 400, 4900, 63504, 853776, 11778624, 165636900, 2363904400,

34134779536, 497634306624};

In[17]:= GuessRE[cList, c[k]]

Out[17]= {{−4(1+ 2k)2c[k] + (1+ k)2c[1+ k] = 0, c[0] = 1}, ogf}

The output recurrence tells that

(17) c(k) =
(1/2)k(1/2)k

k!2
16k =

(
2k

k

)2

, k ≥ 0,

where (a)k := a(a + 1) . . . (a + k − 1). Summarizing, on the level of generating
functions we have derived the conjecture that20

(18) θ3(τ)
2 =

∞∑

k=0

(
2k

k

)2(λ(τ)

16

)k

= 2F1

( 1
2

1
2

1
;λ(τ)

)

.

Remark 4.3. In view of Prop. 3.1, an alternative way to describe the c(k) is
to derive a holonomic differential equation for y(z) :=

∑∞
k=0 c(k)z

k. Using the
GeneratingFunctions package, this can be done as follows:21

In[18]:= GuessDE[cList, y[z]]

Out[18]= {{4y[z] + (−1+ 32z)y′[z] + (−z+ 16z
2)y′′[z] = 0, y[0] = 1, y′[0] = 4}, ogf}

Comparing the guessed differential equation to the classical hypergeometric dif-
ferential equation z(z − 1)y′′(z) + ((a + b + 1)z − c)y′(z) + aby(z) = 0, which
has y(z) = 2F1(a, b; c; z) as a solution, again produces the generating function
identity (18).

Using computer algebra, we derived relation (18) as a conjecture. In Section 6 we
explain how such identities, once guessed, can be proved routinely in computer-
assisted fashion. As a concrete example, in Section 6.3 we present a computer-
supported proof of the equation in Out[18] which, relating back to h = h(τ) and

20In [39, (73)] the binomial coefficient
(
2n
n

)
should be replaced by its square; i.e.,

(
2n
n

)2
.

21Another option is to transform the recurrence in Out[17] to the desired differential equa-
tion by the command RE2DE[Out[17][[1]],c[k],y[x]].
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g = g(τ) = y(h(τ)), reads as,

(19) (16h2 − h)d
2y(h)

dh2
+ (32h− 1)

dy(h)

dh
+ 4 y(h) = 0 with y(z) :=

∞∑

k=0

c(k)zk.

Remark 4.4. Using the chain rule,

g′(τ) =
dy(z)

dz

∣
∣
∣
z=h(τ)

h′(τ) and g′′(τ) =
d2y(z)

dz2

∣
∣
∣
z=h(τ)

(h′(τ))2 +
dy(z)

dz

∣
∣
∣
z=h(τ)

h′′(τ),

the differential equation (19) translates into the differential equation:

h(−1 + 16h)

(h′)2
g′′ +

hh′′ − 16h2h′′ − (h′)2 + 32h(h′)2

(h′)3
g′ + 4g = 0.

Despite being linear in the g(k), the coefficients are not modular forms anymore.22

Nevertheless, as explained in Section 6, one can overcome this problem by a
different processing of the holonomic version (19).

5. Case Studies: Puiseux Expansions of Modular Forms

In this section we present further examples to illustrate computational aspects.

5.1. Fricke-Klein relations. We begin by considering the second classical ex-
ample given on page 63 of [39] where, taking q = e2πiτ , Zagier chooses

g = E4(τ) = 1 + 240q + 2160q2 + · · · and h =
1

j(τ)
= q(1− 744q + . . . ).

In the setting of Lemma 4.1 this means,m = 1 again. Here E4(τ) ∈M4(SL2(Z)) is
the normalized Eisenstein series from Ex. 2.4 and j ∈M∞(SL2(Z))) the modular
invariant from Ex. 2.5. Again, we determine c(k) such that

E4(τ) =
∞∑

k=0

c(k)
( 1

j(τ)

)k

.

As above, the coefficients can be computed as follows:

In[19]:= g = 1 + 240q + 2160q2 + 6720q3 + 17520q4 + O[q]5;

In[20]:= U = q(1 − 744q + 356652q2 − 140361152q3 + 49336682190q4 + O[q]5);

In[21]:= W = InverseSeries[U]

Out[21]= q+ 744q
2 + 750420q

3 + 872769632q
4 + 1102652742882q

5 + O[q]6

In[22]:= ComposeSeries[g,W]

22As the anonymous referee pointed out, they are quasi-modular forms.
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Out[22]= 1+ 240q+ 180720q
2 + 183321600q

3 + 213917180400q
4 + O[q]5

This means, we obtained

E4(τ) = 1 + 240
1

j(τ)
+ 180720

1

j(τ)2
+ 183321600

1

j(τ)3
+ . . .

As in our first example, we compute further coefficients to produce a guess on
their structure. To this end, we input the coefficients from c(0) to c(20) collected
in the list cList:

In[23]:= cList = {1, 240, 180720, 183321600, 213917180400, . . . };

In[24]:= GuessRE[cList, c[k]]

Out[24]= {{36864(1 + k)(1 + 3k)(2 + 3k)(4 + 3k)(5 + 3k)c[k] − 24(3 + 2k)(4 + 3k)(5 + 3k)(21 + 24k +

8k
2)c[1+ k] + (2+ k)5c[2+ k] == 0, c[0] == 1, c[1] == 240}, ogf}

Now, if we would proceed as in Ex. 4.2, we would need the first 56 coefficients
c(k) to guess a differential equation. An algorithmic version of Prop. 3.1 allows
us to directly transform the recurrence Out[24] into a differential equation:

In[25]:= RE2DE[%24[[1]], c[k], f [x]]

Out[25]= {240(−1+ 6144x)f[x] + (1− 30000x+ 81100800x
2)f′[x] + 15(x− 9864x

2 + 17252352x
3)f′′[x] +

5(5x2 − 29616x
3 + 38486016x

4)f(3)[x] + 10(x3 − 4320x
4 + 4478976x

5)f(4) + (x4 − 3456x
5 +

2985984x
6)f(5) = 0, f[0] = 1, f′[0] = 240, f′′[0] = 361440, f(3)[0] = 1099929600, f(3)[0] =

5134012329600}

Without giving this differential equation explicitly, Zagier makes the following
comment on this example: “Since g := E4 is a modular form of weight 4, it should
satisfy a fifth order linear differential equation with respect to h(τ) := 1/j(τ),
but by the third proof above23 one should even have that the fourth root of E4

satisfies a second order differential equation, and indeed one finds

(20) 4
√

E4(τ) = 2F1

( 1
12

5
12

1
;
123

j(τ)

)

= 1 +
1 · 5
1 · 1

12

j(τ)
+

1 · 5 · 13 · 17
1 · 1 · 2 · 2

122

j(τ)2
+ · · ·

a classical identity which can be found in the works of Fricke and Klein.”

Needless to say, that, as above, the corresponding differential equation in a
computer-assisted way can be derived (as a guess) and proved (as the exam-
ple Section 6.3) without any effort. Instead of going through this, we do a square
root variation of the problem and determine c(k) such that

2
√

E4(τ) =
∞∑

k=0

c(k)
( 1

j(τ)

)k

.

Again, the coefficients can be computed as follows:

In[26]:= g = Series[1 + 240 Sum[DivisorSigma[3, n]qn, {n, 1, 55}], {q, 0, 55}];

23We come back to Zagier’s proofs in Section 6 in which we discuss proving.
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In[27]:= gRoot2 = Series[g1/2, {q, 0, 55}];

A test whether the square root is built correctly:

In[28]:= gRoot22 − g

Out[28]= O[q]56

In[29]:= Del = Series[q Product[(1 − qn)24, {n, 1, 55}], q, 0, 55];

In[30]:= j = Series[g3/Del, {q, 0, 55}];

In[31]:= h = Series[1/j, {q, 0, 55}];

In[32]:= U = h;W = InverseSeries[U];

In[33]:= comp = ComposeSeries[gRoot2,W];

In[34]:= cRoot2List11 = CoefficientList[Normal[Series[comp, {q, 0, 11}]], q];

In[35]:= cRoot2List11

Out[35]= {1, 120, 83160, 81681600, 93699005400, 117386113965120, 155667030019300800,

214804163196079142400, 305240072216678400087000, 443655767845074392936328000,

656486312795713480715743268160, 985646873056680684690542988249600}

In[36]:= GuessRE[cRoot2List11, c[k]]

Out[36]= {{−24(1+ 2k)(1+ 6k)(5+ 6k)c[k] + (1+ k)3c[1+ k] = 0, c[0] = 1}, ogf}

The output recurrence Out[36] was guessed by using only the first 12 coefficients;
it means that the c(k) form a hypergeometric sequence; more concretely:

(21) 2
√

E4(τ) = 3F2

( 1
6

1
2

5
6

1 1
;
123

j(τ)

)

=
∞∑

n=0

(6n)!

(3n)!(n!)3
1

j(τ)n
.

As hypergeometric series, identities (20) and (21) are related by Clausen’s for-
mula; for further details, including relevance of (21) to Calabi-Yau varieties and
string theory, see [25].

5.2. Relations connected to irrationality proofs. The next example is taken
from Beukers’ modular-form-based proof [14] for the irrationality of ζ(3). Fol-
lowing Beukers, resp. Zagier [39, pp. 63–64], choose

g =
∞∏

n=1

(1− q2n)7(1− q3n)7
1− qn)5(1− q6n)5 = 1 + 5q + 13q3 + 23q3 + 29q4 + 30q5 + 31q6 + . . .

and

h = q
∞∏

n=1

(1− qn)12(1− q6n)12
1− q2n)12(1− q3n)12 = q(1− 12q+66q2− 220q3+495q4− 804q5+ . . . );

again q = e2πiτ . Relating to the setting of Lemma 4.1, m = 1, and we determine
c(k) such that

∞∏

n=1

(1− q2n)7(1− q3n)7
1− qn)5(1− q6n)5 =

∞∑

k=0

c(k)qk
∞∏

n=1

(1− qn)12k(1− q6n)12k
1− q2n)12k(1− q3n)12k .
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As above, the coefficients c(k) can be computed as follows:

In[37]:= g = q

25
∏

n=1

(1 − q2n)7(1 − q3n)7

1 − qn)5(1 − q6n)5
; h = q

25
∏

n=1

(1 − qn)12(1 − q6n)12

1 − q2n)12(1 − q3n)12
;

In[38]:= U = h;W = InverseSeries[U];

In[39]:= comp = ComposeSeries[g,W]; Series[comp, q, 0, 6]

Out[39]= 1+ 5q+ 73q
2 + 1445q

3 + 33001q
4 + 819005q

5 + 21460825q
6 + O[q]7

This means,

g =
∞∑

k=0

c(k)hk = 1 + 5h+ 73h2 + 1445h3 + 33001h4 + 819005h5 + . . .

To gain further insight into the structure of the c(k), we proceed as above:

In[40]:= cList20 = CoefficientList[Normal[Series[comp, {q, 0, 20}]], q];

In[41]:= GuessRE[cList20, c[k]]

Out[41]= {{(1+k)3c[k]−(3+2k)(39+51k+17k
2)c[1+k]+(2+k)3c[2+k] == 0, c[0] == 1, c[1] == 5}, ogf}

This guess, recurrence Out[41], was computed by using only the first 21 co-
efficients. The sequence (c(k))k≥0 can be defined as a definite hypergeometric
sum,

c(k) =
k∑

ℓ=0

(
k

ℓ

)2(
k + ℓ

ℓ

)2

, k ≥ 0,

which satisfies the same recurrence with the same initial conditions, and which
can be proven automatically by using implementations of Zeilberger’s holonomic
systems approach [40]. This sequence is the celebrated Apéry sequence which, as
beautifully described in [35], has played a key role in Apéry’s proof of ζ(3) 6∈ Q.

According to Prop. 3.1 the recurrence in Out[41] translates into a differen-
tial equation for the generating function y(x) =

∑

k≥0 c(k)x
k. E.g., with the

GeneratingFunctions package, one computes:

In[42]:= RE2DE[%41[[1]], c[k], y[x]]

Out[42]= {(−5+ x)y[x] + (1− 112x+ 7x
2)y′[x] + 3(x− 51x

2 + 2x
3)y′′[x] + (x2 − 34x

3 + x
4)y(3) = 0,

y[0] = 1, y′[0] == 5, y′′[0] == 146}

Owing to Prop. 6.1, discussed in the next section, the order 3 of the differential
equation is no surprise: Using the modular transformation property of η(τ) =
q1/24

∏∞
n=1(1− qn), one can show that g is a modular form of weight 2 for Γ1(6);

moreover, h is a Hauptmodul24 for Γ1(6), and X(Γ1(6)) has genus 0. This means,
when taking

√
g instead of g, one obtains a differential equation of order 2:

In[43]:= g = Series[g1/2, q, 0, 25]; Series[g, q, 0, 6]

Out[43]= 1+
5q

2
+

27q2

8
+

49q3

16
+

147q4

128
+

459q5

256
+

2511q6

1024
+ O[q]7

In[44]:= U = h; W = InverseSeries[U]; comp = ComposeSeries[g,W];

24I.e., each function in M(Γ1(6)) can be represented as a rational function in h.
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In[45]:= Series[comp, q, 0, 6]

Out[45]= 1+
5q

2
+

267q2

8
+

10225q3

16
+

1836275q4

128
+

90191115q5

256
+

9386644575q6

1024
+ O[q]7

In[46]:= cList11 = CoefficientList[Normal[Series[comp, q, 0, 11]], q]; GuessRE[cList11, c[k]]

Out[46]= {{(1+ 2k)2c[k]− 2(107+ 170k+ 68k
2)c[1+ k]+ 4(2+ k)2c[2+ k] = 0, c[0] = 1, c[1] = 5/2}, ogf}

In[47]:= RE2DE[%[[1]], c[k], y[x]]

Out[47]= {(−10+ x)y[x] + 4(1− 51x+ 2x
2)y′[x] + 4(x− 34x

2 + x
3)y′′[x] = 0, y[0] = 1, y′[0] = 5/2}

In [13] Beukers gives further details about how the differential equations in
Out[42] and Out[47] are related.

5.3. Relations for approximations to π. Relation (21) can also be found as
entry (c) of Thm. 5.7 in the famous monograph [15] by Jon and Peter Borwein.
This entry is listed in the company of 11 identities [15, Thm. 5.6, Thm. 5.7] of
the same flavor. Besides other applications, the Borweins used these identities
to derive and explain identities which Ramanujan [33] gave (without too many
details) to establish formulas to approximate π, respectively 1/π.

The 12 identities listed in [15, Thm. 5.6, Thm. 5.7] can be written in our format
where g is a modular form of some weight and h is a Hauptmodul. For this
translation one only needs the formulas,

K(k(τ)) =
π

2
θ3(τ)

2 where k(τ)2 = λ(τ),

for the complete elliptic integral of the first kind K(k(τ)) with modulus k(τ).
In [15] the 12 identities were discovered (and proved) by using tools from hyper-
geometric functions like Kummer’s identity or Clausen’s product formula, and by
“piecing together quadratic and cubic transformations given in Erdély et al. [18,
Sect. 2.1].”

Knowing that θ23 is a modular form in M1(Γ(2, 4, 2) and λ ∈M(Γ(2, 4, 2)), in our
setting the proofs of all these 12 identities become routine and can be carried
out with full computer-support. We illustrate this by choosing as a concrete
example [15, Thm. 5.6(ai)],

(22)
2

π
K = 2F1

( 1
4

1
4

1
; 4k2(1− k2)

)

.

(i) Computer-supported discovery of (22). In our setting this relation can be
discovered as follows: for

h := 4λ(1− λ)/64 = x− 24x2 + . . . with x = eπiτ ,

we determine c(k) such that

g := θ3(τ)
2 =

∞∑

k=0

c(k)h(τ)k.
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In[48]:= g = Series[EllipticTheta[3, 0, x]2, {x, 0, 9}]

Out[48]= 1+ 4x+ 4x
2 + 4x

4 + 8x
5 + 4x

8 + 4x
9 + O[x]10

In[49]:= λ = Series[
EllipticTheta[2, 0, x]4

EllipticTheta[3, 0, x]4
, {x, 0, 9}];

In[50]:= h = Series[
1

64
4λ(1 − λ), {x, 0, 8}]

Out[50]= x− 24x
2 + 300x

3 − 2624x
4 + 18126x

5 − 105504x
6 + 538296x

7 − 2471424x
8 + O[x]9

In[51]:= U = h;W = InverseSeries[U]; comp = ComposeSeries[g,W];

In[52]:= cList = CoefficientList[Normal[Series[comp, {x, 0, 8}]], x]

Out[52]= {1, 4, 100, 3600, 152100, 7033104, 344622096, 17582760000, 924193822500}

In[53]:= GuessRE[cList, c[k]]

Out[53]= {{−4(1+ 4k)2c[k] + (1+ k)2c[1+ k] == 0, c[0] == 1}, ogf}

This means, the program guesses that

c(k) =
(1/4)k(1/4)k

(1)k

43k

k!
, k ≥ 0,

which confirms (22).

(ii) Computer-supported proof of (22). The first step is to guess a holonomic dif-
ferential equation satisfied by y(z) =

∑∞
k=0 c(k)z

k. For various purposes, includ-
ing order estimation of the desired differential equations, modular function/form
knowledge is useful. In our case, X(Γ(2, 4, 2)) has genus 0. In addition, g is a
modular form of weight 1 not only for Γ(2, 4, 2), but also for the larger group

(23) Γ := Γ(2, 4, 2) ∪
(
0

1

−1
0

)

Γ(2, 4, 2);

moreover, h is a Hauptmodul for this group.25 As a consequence, according to
Prop. 6.1 there exists a differential equation of order 2:

In[54]:= RE2DE[{−4(1 + 4k)2c[k] + (1 + k)2c[1 + k] == 0, c[0] == 1}, c[k], y[z]]

Out[54]= {−4y[z]− (−1+ 96z)y′[z]− (−z+ 64z
2)y′′[z] = 0, y[0] = 1, y′[0] = 4}

As a consequence, in order to prove (22) we have to prove that

(24) 4y(h)+(−1+96h)
dy(h)

dh
+(−h+64h2)

d2y(h)

dh2
= 0 with y(z) :=

∞∑

k=0

c(k)zk,

and

(25) y(h)|h=0 = 1 and
( d

dh
y
)

(h)|h=0 = 4,

where, as above, g = y(h) = 1 + 4h + 100h2 + 3600h3 + 152100h4 + . . . , and
h = x− 24x2 + 300x3 − 2624x4 + 18126x5 + . . . with x = eπiτ .

25We are grateful to the anonymous referee for pointing to this larger group.
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The verification of (25) is immediate from the series expansion of y in powers
of h. The “computer-proof” of (24) works analogously to that of (19) given in
Section 6.3.

6. Proving Holonomic Differential Equations for Modular Forms

Using computer algebra, we derived relations like (22) as conjectures. In this
section we explain how such identities, once guessed, can be proved routinely in
computer-assisted fashion. As pointed out in Section 5.3, such proofs carry out
the equivalent task to show that the given modular form g and the given modular
function h satisfy an associated holonomic differential equation; for example, the
differential equation (24) is associated to (22).

6.1. Holonomic DEs for modular forms. In several examples we showed
how these associated holonomic differential equations can be derived, as a guess,
in computer-supported fashion. Modular form theory guarantees the existence
of such differential equations. Zagier [39, Prop. 21] introduces to this fact as
follows: “. . . it is at the heart of the original discovery of modular forms by
Gauss and of the later work of Fricke and Klein and others, and appears in
modern literature as the theory of Picard-Fuchs differential equations or of the
Gauss-Manin connection — but it is not nearly as well known as it ought to be.
Here is a precise statement:”

Proposition 6.1. Let g(τ) be a modular form of weight k > 0 and h(τ) a modular
function, both with respect to the congruence subgroup Γ. Express g(τ) locally as
y(h(τ)). Then the function y(h) satisfies a linear differential equation of order
k + 1 with algebraic coefficients, or with polynomial coefficients if the compact
Riemann surface X(Γ) has genus 0 and ord(h(τ)) = 1.26

After stating this proposition, Zagier [39, p. 21] continues: “This proposition
is perhaps the single most important source of applications of modular forms
in other branches of mathematics, so with no apology we sketch three different
proofs, . . . ”

Zagier’s third proof is constructive; i.e., given g and h, it constructs the associated
differential equation. Along this line, the following observation is highly relevant
for applying holonomic proving strategies:27

Proposition 6.2. In the setting of Prop. 6.1, the function y(h) satisfies a linear
differential equation with rational coefficients also when the genus of X(Γ) is
non-zero or when ord(h(τ)) > 1. — In these cases, the order of the differential
equation in general will be larger than k + 1.

26In view of Lemma 4.1, ordh = 1 means m = 1.
27We were not able to find this proposition in the literature.
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Proof. See the Appendix Section 11.1. �

Another major aspect we want to stress is that, as an alternative to constructing
the associated holonomic differential equation, one can follow the “first guess,
then prove” strategy. This means, using software like the GeneratingFunctions
package, one first guesses the holonomic equation, and then proves it by using
the following algorithm.

6.2. An algorithm to prove holonomic DEs for modular forms. We de-
scribe an algorithm, ModFormDE, which solves the following problem.

GIVEN a modular form g ∈ Mk(Γ) with weight k ∈ Z≥1 for the congruence
subgroup Γ, and a modular function h ∈ M(Γ); moreover, suppose g has a local
expansion of the form

g(τ) = y(h(τ)) where y(z) :=
∞∑

k=0

c(k)zk.

PROVE that y(h) satisfies a holonomic differential equation of the form

(26) Pm(h)y
(m)(h) + Pm−1(h)y

(m−1)(h) + · · ·+ P0(h)y(h) = 0,

where the Pj(X) are given polynomials in C[X] with Pm(X) 6= 0.

Note. Notice that y(k)(h) := dy
dz
(z)|z=h.

Our algorithm ModFormDE is based on work of Yifan Yang [37]. So, before
describing the steps of ModFormDE, we recall notation and notions used in [37].

First, we recall the differential operators used by Yang:

• for functions ϕ(τ) defined on H having q-expansions28 ϕ̃(q) =
∑

k≥n0
a(k)qk,

Dqϕ = Dqϕ(τ) :=
1

2πi

dϕ

dτ
(τ) =

1

2πi
ϕ′(τ) = q ϕ̃′(q);

• for functions ψ = ψ(z) being analytic in z,

Dhψ := h
dψ

dz
(h).

Note. Owing to q = e2πiτ , Dq =
1

2πi
d
dτ
; also, Dhy = hy′(h).

As in [37], define the fundamental functions

(27) G1 :=
Dqh

h
=

1

2πi

h′

h
and G2 :=

Dqg

g
=

1

2πi

g′

g
;

28As in [37], in this general description we assume q = e2πiτ . But the setting without any
difficulties generalizes from q to x = q1/N0 = e2πiτ/N0 ; see, e.g., Section 6.3 or [31].
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notice that h′ = h′(τ) = dh(τ)
dτ

and g′ = g′(τ) = dg(τ)
dτ

.

Because of

g′(τ) =
d

dτ
y(h(τ)) =

dy

dz
(h(τ))

dh

dτ
(τ) = y′(h(τ))h′(τ),

we have

(28) Dhy(h) = hy′(h) = h
g′

h′
= g

G2

G1

.

Similarly, one has

(29) h2y′′(h) = D2
hy −Dhy.

Yang [37, p. 9] computed,

(30) D2
hy = (−p2) · g + (−p1) · g

G2

G1

+
(

1− 1

k

)

· gG
2
2

G2
1

,

where the pj ∈M(Γ) are modular functions29 defined as

p1 = p1(h) :=
DqG1 − 2G1G2/k

G2
1

and p2 = p2(h) := −
DqG2 −G2

2/k

G2
1

.

Yang [37, p. 10] also computed that

D3
hy = α3 · g

G3
2

G3
1

+ α2 · g
G2

2

G2
1

+ α1 · g
G2

G1

+ α0 · g,

with αj being polynomials in h, p1, p2, p
′
1, and p′2; and this pattern continues.

Define the polynomial ring

R := C

[

h, p1, p2,
dp1
dh

,
dp2
dh

, . . . ,
dmp1
dhm

,
dmp2
dhm

, . . .
]

.

Notice that the elements of this ring are modular functions in M(Γ).

Yang showed that any expression of the form,

(31) Y := Qm(h)D
m
h y +Qm−1(h)D

m−1
h y + · · ·+Q0(h)y,

with polynomials Qj(X) ∈ C[X], can be written into “Yang form” as

(32) Y = αm · g
Gm

2

Gm
1

+ αm−1 · g
Gm−1

2

Gm−1
1

+ · · ·+ α0 · g with αj ∈ R.

In [31] we show that these αj are uniquely determined.

Our algorithm ModFormDE consists of the following steps:

Step 0: Rewrite the left side of (26) into the form (31).

29This is proved in [37, Lemma 1]. Hence the pj are also algebraic functions in h ∈ M(Γ);
see the remark after Thm. 8.1.
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Step 1: Transform the resulting expression into Yang form (32).

Step 2: Owing to the uniqueness of the coefficients in (32), the proof of (26)
finally is reduced to prove that

(33) αm = 0, αm−1 = 0, . . . , α0 = 0.

Since the αj are modular functions, this task, owing to (5), reduces to determine
upper bounds for the number of poles of each αj. Such bounds are given explicitly
in [31]; because of αj ∈ R, it is sufficient to provide such bounds for h and for

the
dnpj
dhn

, n ≥ 0. The zero test is completed by expanding the q-series expansions
of the αj at infinity30 to sufficiently high powers of q such that the number of
possible zeros exceeds the corresponding bounds for the poles.

6.3. The ModFormDE algorithm on an example. To illustrate the behavior
of the ModFormDE algorithm, we choose the task to prove the validity of (19).
For a better matching to Yang [37, Ex. 1], we choose h := λ, instead of h = λ/16
as in the setting of Ex. 4.2. As a consequence, the differential equation (19)
changes into the equivalent form,

h(h− 1)
d2y

dz2
(h) + (2h− 1)

dy

dh
(h) +

1

4
y(h) = 0(34)

with y(z) :=
∞∑

k=0

c(k)

16k
zk, and where g = y(h).

Step 0: Use (28) and (29) to rewrite the left side of the differential equation
in (34) into the form (31):

(35) Y := (h− 1)D2
hy + hDhy +

h

4
y.

Step 1: By using (28) and (30) we transform (35) into Yang form (32):31

Y = α1 · g
G2

G1

+ α0 · g with α1 := −p1h+ p1 + h ∈M(Γ(2, 4, 2)),(36)

α0 := −p2h+ p2 +
h

4
∈M(Γ(2, 4, 2)).

Step 2: The proof of (34) is reduced to zero recognition of the modular functions
α1 and α0.

30As mentioned, if required we can work also with x-expansions at infinity where x = q1/N0

for fixed N0 ∈ Z≥1.
31It is important to note that in this application q is replaced by x := q1/2; compare the

remark given in the first paragraph of Ex. 4.2.
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Step 2a: α1 is a modular function for Γ(2, 4, 2). Hence the task to prove α1 = 0,
owing to (5), reduces to determine upper bounds for the total number poles of
α1, resp. α̂1. Obviously,

no. of poles(α1) = no. of poles(p1(1− h) + h)

≤ no. of poles(h) + no. of poles(p1) + no. of poles(h).(37)

To proceed, one needs further information about Γ(2, 4, 2), resp. X(Γ(2, 4, 2)).
For instance, it has three cusps at 0, 1, and ∞. To obtain such information, one
can run systems like Magma; for example:

> G:=CongruenceSubgroup([2,4,2]);

> Cusps(G);

[

oo,

0,

1

]

> Widths(G);

[ 2, 2, 2 ]

Inspecting the x-expansions (x = eπiτ ) at these cusps, one sees that h, resp. ĥ,
has its only pole at 1 with multiplicity 1. To bound the number of poles of p1,
in view of g ∈M1(Γ(2, 4, 2)), i.e., weight k = 1, we apply Theorem 5.3 from [31]:

no. of poles(p1) ≤ 8 no. of poles(h) + 3NofPoles(g2) + (2k + 4)(gΓ(2,4,2) − 1).

Here gΓ(2,4,2) = 0, the genus ofX(Γ(2, 4, 2); in addition, according to the definition
given in [31], one has NofPoles(g2) = 2.

Remark 6.3. Our definition [31, Def. 6.12] of NofPoles(g2) uses a notion of “order
of modular forms” for even weight; see Def. 6.9 in [31]. This order is coinciding
with the order of a differential on a compact Riemann surface, although a priori
there is no direct connection between these two notions.

Hence we obtain,

no. of poles(p1) ≤ 8 + 3 · 2 + 6(−1) = 8;

and, turning back to (37),

no. of poles(α1) ≤ 1 + 8 + 1 = 10.

This means, to prove α1 = 0, it is sufficient to verify that the first 10 coefficients
in the x-expansion of α1 at ∞ are zero.32

32Recall that x = q1/2.
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Step 2b: The task to prove α0 = 0 works analogously to Step 2a. In this case,
Theorem 5.3 from [31] gives,

no. of poles(p2) ≤ 22.

This means, to prove α0 = 0, it is sufficient to verify that the first 24 coefficients
in the x-expansion of α0 at ∞ are zero.32.

Note. This algorithmic proving strategy carries over to the general case (26).
One can establish explicit formulas for the bounds on the number of poles of
p1 and p2, and of the derivatives involved. A full account of all these details is
given in [31]. In addition, in a forthcoming version of this paper we present an
improved degree estimation. For example, in this setting, for p1 and p2 as above,

(38) no. of poles(p1) ≤ 2 and no. of poles(p2) ≤ 12.

7. Puiseux Expansions of Modular Functions

Given a modular function h, in the previous sections we discussed the case when
its “Puiseux mate” g is a modular form with positive integer weight. From this
section on, we consider what happens when the weight of g is zero; i.e., when
both g and h are modular functions. Again we will follow a “first guess, then
prove” strategy and we shall see that holonomic guessing will work essentially the
same. On the other hand, in contrast to the case of modular forms, for modular
functions g, proving will be a more elementary routine step, owing to classical
theory.

All the modular functions in this section and in the following sections are for
congruence subgroups Γ0(N); consequently, the abbreviations

M(N) :=M(Γ0(N)) and M∞(N) :=M∞(Γ0(N))

will be convenient.

To illustrate the basic features and the potential for applications in the field of
partition congruences, we again consider a concrete example.

Define,

f2(τ) :=
η(τ)η(2τ)3

η(11τ)3η(22τ)
= q−2

∞∏

k=1

(1− qk)(1− q2k)3
(1− q11k)3(1− q22k) ∈M(22),

f3(τ) :=
η(τ)3η(2τ)

η(11τ)η(22τ)3
= q−3

∞∏

k=1

(1− qk)3(1− q2k)
(1− q11k)(1− q22k)3 ∈M(22).
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Owing to Newman’s Lemma [28, Thm. 1.64] it is straightforward to show that
these eta-quotients are in M(22). In [30] we derived and proved the relation

(39)
1

q4

∞∏

j=1

(1− qj)12
(1− q11j)11

∞∑

n=0

p(11n+ 6)qn = 11F 2
2 + 112F3 + 113F2 + 114,

for the generating function of the partition numbers p(11n+ 6) with

F2(τ) := f2(τ)− (U2f3)(τ) = q−2 + 2q−1 − 12 + 5q + 8q2 + · · · ∈M∞(11),

F3(τ) := f3(τ)− 4(U2f2)(τ) = q−3 − 3q−2 − 5q−1 + 24− · · · ∈M∞(11),

where

U2

∞∑

n=N

a(n)qn :=
∞∑

2n≥N

a(2n)qn.

As the main problem in this section, we consider Puiseux expansion of the left
side of (39). Concretely, we consider the following task: Given

g(τ) :=
1

q4

∞∏

j=1

(1− qj)12
(1− q11j)11

∞∑

n=0

p(11n+ 6)qn ∈M∞(11)(40)

=
11

q4
+

165

q3
+

748

q2
+

1639

q
+ 3553 + 4136q +O

(
q2
)

and

f(τ) := F2(τ) = f2(τ)− (U2f3)(τ) ∈M∞(11)(41)

=
1

q2
+

2

q
− 12 + 5q + 8q2 +O

(
q3
)
,

determine c(k) such that

g =
∞∑

k=−4

c(k)
( 1

f

) k
2
=

∞∑

k=−4

c(k)
( 1

F2

) k
2
.(42)

Using the GeneratingFunctions package, according to Lemma 4.1 with h :=
( 1
f
)1/2 and m = 2, the coefficients c(k) can be computed as follows:

In[55]:= g =
11

q4
+

165

q3
+

748

q2
+

1639

q
+ 3553 + 4136q + 6347q2 + 3586q3 + 7414q4 + O[q]5;

The first eight coefficients of g:

In[56]:= gg[n ] := Coefficient[Normal[g], q, n]

In[57]:= Table[gg[k], k,−4, 4]

Out[57]= {11, 165, 748, 1639, 3553, 4136, 6347, 3586, 7414}

In[58]:= f =
1

q2
+

2

q
− 12 + 5q + 8q2 + q3 + 7q4 − 11q5 + 10q6 + O[q]7;

In[59]:= h = Series[q
( 1

q2f

)1/2

, {q, 0, 6}]
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Out[59]= q− q
2 +

15q3

2
− 23q

4 +
855q5

8
−

3481q6

8
+ O[q]7

In[60]:= U = h; W = InverseSeries[U]; ComposeSeries[g,W]

Out[60]=
11

q4
+

121

q3
+

605

q2
+

5687

2q
+

14641

2
+

84095q

8
+ O[q]2

Alternatively, we can express the answer in powers of h:

In[61]:= Clear[h]

In[62]:= Normal[Sum[gg[k]Wk, {k,−4, 3}]] + O[h]2 /. q → h

Out[62]=
11

h4
+

121

h3
+

605

h2
+

5687

2h
+

14641

2
+

84095h

8
+ O[h]2

This means, we obtained,

g =
∞∑

k=−4

c(k)
( 1

f

) k
2
=

∞∑

k=−4

c(k)hk =
11

h4
+

121

h3
+

605

h2
+

5687

2h
+

14641

2
+ . . .

Using additional terms in the q-expansions of f and g, one computes in the same
fashion that for h := ( 1

f
)1/2:

h4g = 11 + 112h+ 112 · 5h2 + 112 · 47
2

h3 +
114

2
h4 +

112 · 5 · 139
8

h5(43)

− 112 · 17 · 199
16

h7 +
112 · 3 · 50993

128
h9 − 112 · 67 · 107 · 347

256
h11 + · · ·

We note explicitly that all the coefficients are quotients with integers as numer-
ators, and denominators being powers of 2. This is owing to

(1 + ψ)
1
2 =

∞∑

n=0

(
1/2

n

)

ψn and

(
1/2

n+ 1

)

=
1

2

(−1)n
4n

1

n+ 1

(
2n

n

)

,

together with the following lemma for formal power series which is folklore.

Lemma 7.1. Suppose ψ = 1 + f1x+ f2x
2 + · · · ∈ Z[[x]]. Then

1

ψ
= 1− f1x+ (f 2

1 − f2)x2 + · · · ∈ Z[[x]]

and
φ = x− f1x2 + (2f 2

1 − f2)x3 + · · · ∈ Z[[x]],

where φ is the compositorial inverse of xψ; i.e., φ(xψ(x)) = φ(x)ψ(φ(x)) = x.

In the next step we take the first 24 coefficients in the expansion (43) of y(h) :=
h4g and use the GeneratingFunctions package to guess an algebraic equation33:

In[63]:= cList = {11, 121, 605, 5687/2, 14641/2, 84095/8, 0,−(409343/16), 0, 18510459/128,

0,−(301004803/256), 0, 12660067739/1024, 0,−(323203962851/2048),

33The addition of 2 and 6 in the procedure call In[64] asks the program to guess an algebraic
relation of degree 2 with polynomial coefficients of degree maximally 6.
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0, 75351596221803/32768, 0,−(2379607141538539/65536), 0,

157195485892282497/262144, 0,−(5317572127702768593/524288)}

In[64]:= Clear[h]; GuessAE[cList, y[h], 2, 6]

Out[64]= {{y[h]2 − 11(1331h4 + 110h
2 + 2)y[h]− 121(14641h6 + 1331h

4 + 11h
2 − 1) = 0,

y[0] = 11}, ogf}

With y(h) := h4g = 1
f2
g, the algebraic relation in Out[64] translates into an

algebraic relation involving f and g which, owing to its importance, we state as
a separate proposition.

Proposition 7.2. The modular functions f and g in M∞(11) as given in (41)
and (40) satisfy

(44) g2 − 11(113 + 11 · 10f + 2f 2)g − 112(114f + 113f 2 + 11f 3 − f 4) = 0.

Proof. Knowing from [30] that f, g ∈ M∞(11), according to Remark 2.2, to
prove (44) it suffices to show that the principal part and the constant term in the
q-expansion of the left side of (44) are equal to zero. �

Remark 7.3. To verify this by actual computation, it turns out that the precision
we entered for f and g in our Mathematica session suffices:

In[65]:= Y2 − 11(113 + 110X + 2X2)Y − 112(114X + 113X2 + 11X3 − X4) /.{Y → g,X → f}

Out[65]= O[q]1

8. Existence of Algebraic Relations

Holonomic guessing can be used to set up algebraic relations like (44). As ex-
plained in Section 7, proving such relations between two modular functions in
M∞(N) amounts to straightforward computational verification. In this section
we discuss why such algebraic relations exist, state some facts of computational
relevance, and connect to Puiseux’s theorem for solving algebraic equations.

In [29, Thm. 7.1] we proved the following theorem:

Theorem 8.1. Given a compact Riemann surface S together with non-constant
functions f and g being meromorphic on S. Suppose f has m poles, counted with
their multiplicity. If for any p ∈ S the condition,

(45) p a pole of g ⇒ p a pole of f,

holds, then there exist polynomials c1, . . . , cm ∈ C[X] such that

(46) gm + c1(f)g
m−1 + · · ·+ cm(f) = 0.
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Without the pole condition (45), this theorem holds with the cj being rational
functions in C(X). In this version the statement is folklore; see for instance [20,
§8.2 and §8.3]. Our version, where condition (45) forces the cj to be polynomials,
is algorithmically relevant, but it seems to be less known. A special instance
of Theorem 8.1 where f is allowed to have poles only at one point of S is used
in [38].

In the classical context, i.e., without the pole condition (45), another useful result
is proved in [38, Lemma 1]:

Lemma 8.2. Let f and g be as in Theorem 8.1. Suppose f and g have m and M
poles, respectively, counted with their multiplicity. If gcd(m,M) = 1 then there
exists a polynomial,

(47) c(X, Y ) = Y m + c1(X)Y m−1 + · · ·+ cm(X) ∈ C(X)[Y ],

which is irreducible over C(X), and where the cj(X) ∈ C(X) are rational func-
tions such that c(f, g) = 0.

Now we are ready to state and prove a general theorem which explains the exis-
tence of algebraic relations such as (44).

Theorem 8.3. Let f and g be modular functions from M∞(N) with ord f =
−m ≤ −1 and ord g = −M ≤ −1. Then there exist polynomials cj(X) ∈ C[X]
such that

gm + c1(f)g
m−1 + · · ·+ cm(f) = 0.

Moreover, if

(48) c(X, Y ) := Y m + c1(X)Y m−1 + · · ·+ cm(X) ∈ C[X][Y ] = C[X, Y ]

is irreducible with deg cm(X) =M , then

(49) deg cj(X) ≤M − 1, j = 1, . . . ,m− 1.

The condition,

(50) gcd(m,M) = 1,

is sufficient, but not necessary, to imply that c(X, Y ) is irreducible with degree
deg cm(X) =M .

Proof. The existence of c(X, Y ) ∈ C[X, Y ] such that c(f, g) = 0 is implied by
Theorem 8.1 with S = C ∪ {∞}, the Riemann sphere. Notice that both f and g
have their only pole at ∞ with multiplicities m and M , respectively.

To prove the second part of the theorem, consider the polynomial

d(X, Y ) := XM + d1(Y )XM−1 + · · ·+ dM(Y ) ∈ C[Y ][X] = C[X, Y ]

with d(f, g) = 0; d(X, Y ) exists in this form by applying the same argument as
for c(X, Y ). The polynomials c(X, Y ), d(X, Y ) ∈ C[X, Y ] cannot be relatively
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prime. Suppose they are, then owing to c(f, g) = 0 = d(f, g) there are infinitely
many common roots which contradicts the fact that the set of common roots
of two bivariate polynomials has to be finite; see, e.g., [1, Exercise 1.3.8]. As a
consequence, the irreducible c(X, Y ) has to be a factor of d(X, Y ); i.e.,

d(X, Y ) = (a0(Y )XL + a1(Y )XL−1 + · · ·+ aL(Y )) c(X, Y )

for some polynomials aj ∈ C[Y ]. Now the assumption deg cm(X) = M implies
L = 0 and a0(Y ) = a0 ∈ C, and comparing the coefficients of X iY j of both sides
of d(X, Y ) = a0 · c(X, Y ) proves (49).

The third part of the theorem is an immediate consequence of Lemma 8.2 which
implies that both c(X, Y ) and d(X, Y ) are irreducible; hence, as in part two,

d(X, Y ) = a0 · c(X, Y ) for some a0 ∈ C.

Applying coefficient comparison gives deg cm(X) =M .

Finally, in Example 8.4 we show that the condition (50) is not necessary for
c(X, Y ) to be irreducible with deg cm(X) =M . �

Example 8.4. Consider the relation (44) with modular functions f, g ∈ M∞(11)
as in (41) and (40), where the orders ord f = −2 and ord g = −4 are not relatively
prime. Nevertheless, using computer algebra one can check that the correspond-
ing polynomial

c(X, Y ) = Y 2 + c1(X)Y + c2(X)

= Y 2 − 11(113 + 11 · 10X + 2X2)Y − 112(114X + 113X2 + 11X3 −X4),

such that c(f, g) = 0 as in (44), is irreducible in C[X, Y ] with deg c2(X) = 4 =M .

Recall that, in view of the Laurent series

g =
∞∑

k=−4

c(k)
( 1

f

) k
2
=

∞∑

k=−4

c(k)hk with h := (
1

f
)1/2,(51)

we set y(h) := h4g to obtain a power series expansion

y(h) =
∞∑

k=0

c(k − 4)hk = 11 + 112h+ 112 · 5h2 + 112 · 47
2

h3 + . . . ,

where the coefficients c(k) form a holonomic sequence with coefficients as in (43).
Using the GeneratingFunctions package, we algorithmically guessed the alge-
braic relation Out[64],

(52) y(h)2 − 11(113h4 + 11 · 10h2 + 2)y(h)− 112(114h6 + 113h4 + 11h2 − 1) = 0.

Noting that y(h) := h4g with h := ( 1
f
)1/2, this relation is equivalent to (44),

g2 − 11(113 + 11 · 10f + 2f 2)g − 112(114f + 113f 2 + 11f 3 − f 4) = 0.
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We want to stress that this equivalence is no surprise in view of “Puiseux’s the-
orem”; see, e.g., [34, Thm. 6.1.5, Prop. 6.1.6, Cor. 6.1.7].

Theorem 8.5 (Puiseux’s Theorem). Let P (X, Y ) ∈ C[X][Y ] be an irreducible
polynomial in Y with degY P (X, Y ) = m. Then there exist positive integers
d1, . . . , dr such that d1 + · · · + dr = m, and for each j ∈ {1, . . . , r} there exist
Laurent series

yj,ℓ(X) =
∞∑

k=Mj

aj,ℓ(k)e
2πikℓ
dj Xk with aj,ℓ(k) ∈ C such that P (Xdj , yj,ℓ(X)) = 0,

for ℓ ∈ {0, . . . , dj − 1}.

After the substitution X → X1/dj , the Laurent series yj,ℓ(X) in the theorem
become objects of the form yj,ℓ(X

1/dj ) =
∑∞

k=Mj
ãj,ℓ(k)X

k/dj ; i.e., Puiseux series

(also called fractional series) which satisfy P (X, yj,ℓ(X
1/dj )) = 0.

Remark 8.6. The classic version of “Puiseux’s theorem” traces back to Newton.
For proofs in the setting of complex analysis see, for example, [19, Ch. 7] or [24,
Ch. 6.3]. For computational aspects see, for instance, [22, Thm. 6.2] or [36, Ch.
4.3].

Also in our context Puiseux’s theorem can be useful for computational rea-
sons: it implies lower bounds supplementing the general degree bound given
in Thm. 8.3(49). We restrict to state a special case:

Corollary 8.7. Let P (X, Y ) be as in Puiseux’s Theorem 8.5 with r = 1 (i.e.,
d1 = m) and with coefficient polynomials Pn(X) ∈ C[X] such that

P (X, Y ) = Pm(X)Y m + Pm−1(X)Y m−1 + · · ·+ P0(X).

Suppose d = degPm(X), then for ℓ = 1, . . . ,m and M1 as in Theorem 8.5:

(53) lowest power of X in Pm−ℓ(X) ≥ max{d+ ℓ
M1

m
, 0}.

Proof. The statement follows directly by comparing coefficients of Y k in

P (X, Y ) = Pm(X)
(

Y − y1(X1/m)
)

. . .
(

Y − ym(X1/m)
)

= Pm(X)Y m − Pm(X)
(

y1(X
1/m) + · · ·+ ym(X

1/m
)

Y m−1 + . . .

+ (−1)mPm(X)y1(X
1/m) . . . ym(X

1/m),

where the yℓ(X) are the y1,ℓ(X) in Theorem 8.5. To this end, notice that the
fractional series formed by the elementary symmetric functions have to be poly-
nomials. �
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Example 8.8. Consider

P (X, Y ) := X4Y 2 − 11X2(2 + 11 · 10X + 113X2)Y(54)

+ 112(1− 11X − 113X2 − 114X3);

i.e., P (1/f, g) = 0 with f as in (41) and g as in (40) with expansion (42). In
other words, the relation P (1/f, g) = 0 is nothing but (44), produced from the
equivalent relation Out[64]by setting y(h) := h4g with h2 = 1/f . In the light of
of Puiseux’s Thm. 8.5 and (51), this means,

P (X, Y ) = X4
(

Y − y1(X1/2)
)(

Y − y2(X1/2)
)

= X4Y 2 + P1(X)Y + P0(X),

with

y1(X
1/2) :=

∞∑

k=−4

c(k)Xk/2 and y2(X
1/2) :=

∞∑

k=−4

(−1)kc(k)Xk/2.

The coefficient polynomials P0(X) and P1(X) can be recovered from truncated
versions yj of the yj(X

1/2) as follows. For instance, set

y1 :=
11

X2
+

121

X3/2
+

605

X
+

5687

2X1/2
+

14641

2
+

84095X1/2

8
− 409343X3/2

16
+

18510459X5/2

128

and

y2 :=
11

X2
− 121

X3/2
+

605

X
− 5687

2X1/2
+

14641

2
− 84095X1/2

8
+

409343X3/2

16
− 18510459X5/2

128
.

Then

y1 + y2 =
11

X2
(2 + 110X + 1331X2)

and

y1y2 =
112

X4
(1− 11X − 1331X2 − 14641X3)

− 36421581163X2

128
− 1891760432903X3

512
+ . . .

Finally, in view of Prop. 8.7, we note that with P2(X) := X4:

d = degP2(X) = 4,

and one has for the lowest powers of X in P1(X), resp. P0(X):

2 = lowest power of X in P1(X) ≥ 4 +
−4
2

= 2

and

0 = lowest power of X in P0(X) ≥ 4− 4 = 0;

this confirms the estimates given by (53).
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9. Holonomic Differential Equations for Modular Functions

In this section we continue to study the situation where g is a modular function
as h. But, in contrast to algebraic relations as considered in Section 8, we now put
our focus on differential equations. Again we see that the underlying mathematics
is somewhat simpler than that for modular forms g. Nevertheless, applications of
this setting still seem to be of some interest. In this section and in Section 10 we
illustrate this aspect by examples related to congruences for partition numbers.

Suppose we are interested in
∑∞

n=0 p(11n+6)qn with coefficients being the num-
bers of partitions of 11n + 6. Using Smoot’s implementation [?] of Radu’s
Ramanujan-Kolberg algorithm, we compute a q-product, q = e2πiτ , such that
when multiplied to this generating function,

(55) g(τ) :=
1

q4

∞∏

j=1

(1− qj)12
(1− q11j)11

∞∑

n=0

p(11n+ 6)qn ∈M∞(11).

Given f = 1
q2

+ 2
q
− 12 + 5q + 8q2 + · · · ∈ M∞(11) as in (41), in Section 7 we

considered the task to determine c(k) such that

g =
∞∑

k=−4

c(k)
( 1

f

) k
2
.

Using holonomic guessing and modular function proving, we derived and proved
the algebraic relation (44) between f and g; for convenience we display (44) again:

(44) g2 = 11(113 + 11 · 10f + 2f 2)g + 112(114f + 113f 2 + 11f 3 − f 4).

Connecting this fact with the q-expansion (55), one obtains a proof of a classical
congruence of Ramanujan [32]:

Theorem 9.1. For non-negative integer n,

(56) p(11n+ 6) ≡ 0 (mod 11).

Proof. By (44) each coefficient of g2 has 11 as a factor. Hence 11 divides each
coefficient of g, and thus 11 | p(11n+ 6). �

For computational purposes it is convenient to set y(h) := h4g with h := ( 1
f
)1/2,

and to rewrite (44) into the equivalent form (52), which we repeat to display for
the reader’s convenience:

(52) y(h)2 − 11(113h4 + 11 · 10h2 + 2)y(h)− 112(114h6 + 113h4 + 11h2 − 1) = 0.

This means,

(57) y(h) =
∞∑

k=0

c(k − 4)hk = 11 + 112h+ 112 · 5h2 + 112 · 47
2

h3 + . . .
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is an algebraic power series and, according to Prop. 3.5, the coefficients c(k)
constitute a holonomic sequence.

After these preliminary remarks we finally turn to the aspect of differential equa-
tions. To this end, using the GeneratingFunctions package, we transform (52)
into a holonomic differential equation:

In[66]:= AE2DE[y[h]2−11(113h4+110h2+2)y[h]−121(114h6+113h4+11h2−1) == 0, y[h]]

Out[66]= −44− 1716h
2 − 7986h

4 + 351384h
6 + 3543122h

8 + 4(1+ 94h
2 + 2178h

4 + 14641h
6)y[h]

− (4h+ 188h
3 + 2904h

5 + 14641h
7)y′[h] = 0

Notice that the differential equation Out[66] is valid for y(h) as in (57), where h
can be an indeterminate or a complex number sufficiently close to 0, depending
on a formal power series or analytic function context.

We also note that, according to Prop. 3.5, the existence of Out[66] in the form
of an inhomogeneous differential equation of order 1 is no surprise, owing to the
degree 2 of the algebraic relation.

In order to learn more about the c(k), we set for convenience,

(58) d(k) := c(k − 4), k ≥ 0,

and use the GeneratingFunctions package to transform (52), via the differential
equation Out[66], into a recurrence:

In[67]:= DE2RE[%66, y[h], d[k]]

Out[67]= {−2357947691(−4 + k)(−2 + k) d[k] − 701538156(−2 + k)k d[2 + k] − 161051(−176 + 666k +

443k
2) d[4+k]−2662(−9104−1218k+545k

2) d[6+k]+242(60032+17226k+1075k
2) d[8+k]+

12(151726+33975k+1827k
2) d[10+k]+8(10+k)(1087+86k) d[12+k]+8(13+k)(14+k) d[14+k] =

0, d[0] = 11, d[2] = 605, d[3] = (47d[1])/2, d[4] = 14641/2, d[5] = (695d[1])/8, d[6] = 0, d[7] =

−((3383d[1])/16), d[8] = 0, d[9] = (152979d[1])/128, d[10] = 0, d[11] = −((2487643d[1])/256),

d[12] = 0}

The output also contains initial conditions; one observes that c[1] can be freely
chosen and the recurrence is still valid. In order to match the initial conditions
with the corresponding values of c(k), respectively with y(0) = c(−4) = 11 and
y′(0) = 112 = c(−3), we choose d[1] := c(−3) = 112.

An alternative way to produce a recurrence for the d(k) is by computer-supported
guessing. Again we use the GeneratingFunctions package; as input we take the
first 35 coefficients d(0) := c(−4), . . . , d(34) := c(30):

In[68]:= dList35 = {11, 121, 605, 5687/2, 14641/2, 84095/8, 0,−409343/16, 0, 18510459/128,

0,−301004803/256, 0, 12660067739/1024, 0,−323203962851/2048, 0,

75351596221803/32768, 0,−2379607141538539/65536, 0,

157195485892282497/262144, 0,−5317572127702768593/524288, 0,

728392438513303248223/4194304, 0,−25092691314419458322263/8388608, 0,
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1733298832317545489307443/33554432, 0,

− 59906702629110941247099115/67108864, 0,

33116914468409338915089124427/2147483648, 0}

In[69]:= GuessRE[cList35, d[k], 6, 3]

Out[69]= {{14641(−4+ k)(−2+ k)k d[k] + 2904(−2+ k)(−1+ k)k d[2+ k] +

188(−2+ k)k(2+ k) d[4+ k] + 4(−2+ k)k(5+ k) d[6+ k] = 0,

d[0] = 11, d[1] = 121, d[2] = 605, d[3] = 5687/2, d[4] = 14641/2,

d[5] = 84095/8, d[6] = 0, d[7] = −(409343/16), d[8] = 0}, ogf}

With the procedure call in In[69] we asked the program to guess a recurrence of
order 6 with polynomial coefficients of degree maximally 3; the output Out[69]
shows that such a recurrence indeed exists.

The following remark is elementary, but important for practical computations:
As we have seen in Out[69], when using the inhomogeneous differential equation
Out[66], one obtains a recurrence which overshoots the order significantly, 14
instead of 6. The explanation for this increase of the order is caused by the
presence of the powers h2 up to h8 in the inhomogeneous polynomial part. Using
as input the homogeneous version of Out[66], one also obtains a valid recurrence
which is produced by comparing coefficients of hk, and this comparison is correct
from k = 9 on:

In[70]:= DE2RE[−4(1+94x2+2178x4+14641x6)y[x]+(4x+188x3+2904x5+14641x7)y′[x] ==

0, y[x], d[k]]

Out[70]= 14641(−4+ k)d[k] + 2904(−1+ k)d[2+ k] + 188(2+ k)d[4+ k] + 4(5+ k)d[6+ k] = 0

This is, up to a common multiplicative factor, the guessed recurrence Out[66];
but this time we proved this relation by an algorithmic version of the fundamental
holonomic conversion, Prop. 3.1.

To summarize, we rewrite Out[70] as

d(k) =
−1

4(k − 1)

(

114(k−10)d(k−6)+233·112(k−7)d(k−4)+2247(k−4)d(k−2)
)

,

and apply the relabeling (58):

Proposition 9.2. Given f as in (41) and g as in (55). Then the uniquely
determined coefficients c(k) such that

(59) g =
∞∑

k=−4

c(k)
( 1

f

) k
2
,

for k ≥ 5 satisfy the recurrence

(60) c(k) =
−1

4(k + 3)

(

114(k−6)c(k−6)+233·112(k−3) c(k−4)+2247k c(k−2)
)
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with initial values

c(−4) = 11, c(−3) = 121, c(−2) = 605, c(−1) = 5687/2, c(0) = 14641/2,

c(1) = 84095/8, c(2) = 0, c(3) = −(409343/16), c(4) = 0.

Proposition 6.1 is fundamental when working with modular forms g of positive
weight.34 We conclude the present section with a version for the case when the
weight is zero; i.e., when g is a modular function.

Proposition 9.3. Let f and g be modular functions from M∞(N) with ord f =
−m ≤ −1, ord g = −M ≤ −1, and m ≤M . For h := ( 1

f
)1/m express g(τ) locally

as y(h(τ)); i.e.,

(61) g = y(h) =
∞∑

k=−M

c(k)hk.

Then y(h) satisfies a homogeneous holonomic differential equation of order m,

Pm(h)
(dy

dh

)m

+ · · ·+ P0(h)y = 0,

or an inhomogeneous differential equation of order m− 1 of the form

(62) Qm−1(h)
(dy

dh

)m−1

+ · · ·+Q0(h)y = Q(h),

where the Pi(X), Qj(X), and Q(X) are polynomials in C[X].

Proof. By Thm. 8.3 there exists a polynomial

P (X, Y ) := Y m + c1(X)Y m−1 + · · ·+ cm(X) ∈ C[X][Y ] = C[X, Y ]

such that P (f, g) = 0. Equivalently we have,

0 = P (1/hm, g) = P (1/hm, y(h)) = y(h)m + c1(1/h
m)y(h)m−1 + · · ·+ cm(1/h

m).

This means, y(h) is an algebraic function satisfying a relation 0 = Q(h, y(h)) :=
P (1/hm, y(h)) where Q(X, Y ) ∈ C(X)[X] is a polynomial with degree m =
degY Q(X, Y ) in Y . The rest follows from Prop. 3.5. �

Remark 9.4. As noted in connection with Lemma 7.1, all the coefficients c(k) in
(59) are quotients with integers as numerators, and denominators being powers
of 2; i.e., for each fixed k they have the form

(63) c(k) =
integer

power of 2
.

In addition, the c(k) inherit property (56) of the p(11n+6) in the following sense:
each numerator in the quotient representation (63) is divisible by 11. We proved

34See the Zagier quote in Section 6.1.
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this fact as a consequence of the algebraic relation (44), resp. (52). In the q-series
interpretation35, relation (61) reads as

(64) g̃(q) =
1

q4

∞∏

j=1

(1− qj)12
(1− q11j)11

∞∑

n=0

p(11n+ 6)qn =
∞∑

k=−4

c(k)h̃(q)k.

Consequently, the 11 divisibility of the c(k), by coefficient comparison of q-powers,
implies 11 | p(11n + 6), n ≥ 0. In other words, Ramanujan’s congruence (56)
involving a non-holonomic sequence p(11n + 6) is implied by the analogous di-
visibility property of a holonomic sequence c(k)!

10. Case Study: a Partition Congruence by Andrews

In this section we present another example to illustrate the relevance of holonomic
differential equations to partition congruences.

Consider the number cφ2(n) of 2-colored Frobenius partitions of n introduced by
Andrews [2]; their generating function is

(65)
∞∑

n=0

cφ2(n)q
n =

∞∏

j=1

(1− q2j)5
(1− qj)4(1− q4j)2 .

Picking the subsequence (cφ2(5n+3))n≥0, as for (55) we use Smoot’s package [?] to
compute a q-product G(τ), q = e2πiτ , which, when multiplied with the generating
function, gives a modular function,

(66) g(τ) := G(τ)
∞∑

n=0

cφ2(5n+ 3)qn ∈M∞(20).

Matching the product representation in (65) with modular function facts for eta-
quotients, N = 20 for the ambient space M∞(N) is a natural choice. Using the
command

RKDelta[20, 20, {-4, 5, -2, 0, 0, 0}, 5, 3],

Smoot’s package returns,

G(τ) =
1

q9

∞∏

j=1

(1− qj)14(1− q4j)7(1− q10j)10
(1− q2j)11(1− q5j)2(1− q20j)17 .

The genus of X(Γ0(20)) is 1, hence by Weierstraß’ gap theorem36 there exists
a modular function F ∈ M∞(20) such that ord f = −2. Such h can also be

35For the notation g̃ see (4)
36See, for instance, [30, Thm. 12.2].
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computed using Smoot’s package:

(67) f =
1

q2

∞∏

j=1

(1− q2j)3(1− q10j)
(1− q4j)(1− q20j)3 ∈M

∞(20).

Remark 10.1. In general, such q-product (resp. eta-quotient) generators of modu-
lar function spacesM∞(N)—provided they exist for a particular choice of N—are
not uniquely determined. Algorithmically, they are members of the solution space
of a system of linear Diophantine equations and inequalities. Another element of
the solution space for the given problem, for instance, is

f ⋆ =
1

q2

∞∏

j=1

(1− q4j)4(1− q10j)2
(1− q2j)2(1− q20j)4 ∈M

∞(20).

These two modular functions are related,

(68) f = f ⋆ + 5,

which owing to the fact that f, f ⋆ ∈M∞(20) can be easily verified by comparing
the coefficients of q−2, q−1, and q0 in their q-expansions. After the replacement
q2 → q, relation (68) is Thm. 1.6.1(ii),

ψ2(q)− 5 qψ2(q5) = (q; q)2∞
χ(−q)
χ(−q5)

= q−1/4η(τ)
3η(10τ)

η(2τ)η(5τ)
,

in Andrews and Berndt [3]; see also (10.7) in Cooper’s monograph [17].

Again we use the GeneratingFunctions package to determine c(k) such that

g =
∞∑

k=−9

c(k)
( 1

f

) k
2
;

i.e., according to Lemma 4.1 with h := ( 1
f
)1/2 and m = 2, the coefficients c(k)

can be computed as follows:

In[71]:= g =
20

q9
+

165

q8
+

270

q7
+

1190

q6
+

1100

q5
+

3680

q4
+

2990

q3
+

8220

q2
+

6520

q
+16825+O[q]1;

The first eight coefficients of g:

In[72]:= gg[n ] := Coefficient[Normal[g], q, n]

In[73]:= Table[gg[k], k,−9, 0]

Out[73]= {20, 165, 270, 1190, 1100, 3680, 2990, 8220, 6520, 16825}

In[74]:= f =
1

q2
− 3 + q2 + 2q4 + 2q6 − 2q8 − q10 − 4q14 − 2q16 + 5q18 + O[q]19;

In[75]:= h = Series[q
( 1

q2f

)1/2

, {q, 0, 14}]
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Out[75]= q+
3q3

2
+

23q5

8
+

83q7

16
+

1099q9

128
+

3637q11

256
+

23091q13

1024
+ O[q]14

In[76]:= U = h; W = InverseSeries[U]; ComposeSeries[g,W]

Out[76]=
20

q9
+

165

q8
+

540

q7
+

3170

q6
+

10525

2q5
+

22640

q4
+

23615

q3
+

71400

q2
+

1508395

32q
+ 84000+ O[q]1

To match our problem setting, we express the answer in powers of h:

In[77]:= Clear[h]

In[78]:= Normal[Sum[gg[k]Wk, {k,−9, 0}]] + O[h]1 /. q → h

Out[78]=
20

h9
+

165

h8
+

540

h7
+

3170

h6
+

10525

2h5
+

22640

h4
+

23615

h3
+

71400

h2
+

1508395

32h
+ 84000+ O[h]1

This means, we obtained,

g =
∞∑

k=−4

c(k)
( 1

f

) k
2
=

∞∑

k=−9

c(k)hk =
20

h9
+

165

h8
+

540

h7
+

3170

h6
+

10525

2h5
+ . . .

In the next step we guess an algebraic relation between f and g. To this end, we
put the first 60 coefficients c(−9), c(−10), . . . , c(50) into a list:

In[79]:= cList = {20, 165, 540, 3170, 10525/2, 22640, 23615, 71400, 1508395/32, 84000,

792795/32, 0,−(2775035/256), 0, 856325/64, 0, . . . ,

− (49862066867855050577211121507905/2251799813685248), 0,

68861170372827393869036145946955/2251799813685248, 0}

In[80]:= AlgRel = GuessAE[cList,Y[h], 2, 18][[1, 1]]

Out[80]= −25(−16+225h
2+21760h

4+435680h
6+4480640h

8+27700736h
10+107417600h

12+257024000h
14+

348160000h
16 + 204800000h

18) + 10(33h+ 634h
3 + 4528h

5 + 14280h
7 + 16800h

9)Y[h]− Y[h]2 = 0

The program has guessed the algebraic relation for

(69) Y (h) :=
∞∑

k=0

c(k − 9)hk = h9
∞∑

k=−9

c(k)hk = h9g,

hence to relate to g, we substitute accordingly:

In[81]:= AlgRel /.Y[h] → h9g

Out[81]= −g
2
h
18+10gh

9(33h+634h
3+4528h

5+14280h
7+16800h

9)−25(−16+225h
2+21760h

4+435680h
6+

4480640h
8 + 27700736h

10 + 107417600h
12 + 257024000h

14 + 348160000h
16 + 204800000h

18) = 0

Finally, in Out[81] we substitute h = ( 1
f
)1/2 to obtain, after factoring the coeffi-

cient polynomials, the following result.

Proposition 10.2. The modular functions f and g in M∞(20) as given in (67)
and (66) satisfy

g2 − 10(f + 4)(4200 + 2520f + 502f 2 + 33f 3)g

(70)

+ 25(f + 4)4(800000 + 560000f + 144000f 2 + 15600f 3 + 481f 4 − 16f 5) = 0.
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Proof. Knowing that f, g ∈ M∞(20), to prove (70) it suffices to show that the
principal part and the constant term in the q-expansion of the left side of (70)
are equal to zero:

In[82]:= f =
1

q2
− 3 + q2 + 2q4 + 2q6 − 2q8 − q10 − 4q14 − 2q16 + 5q18 + O[q]19;

In[83]:= g =
20

q9
+

165

q8
+

270

q7
+

1190

q6
+

1100

q5
+

3680

q4
+

2990

q3
+

8220

q2
+

6520

q
+16825+11500q+

28760q2 +17340q3 +36820q4 +22050q5 +40760q6 +19680q7 +36345q8 +9000q9 +

O[q]10;

In[84]:= g2−10(f+4)(4200+2520f+502f2+33f3)g+25(f+4)4(800000+560000f+144000f2+

15600f3 + 481f4 − 16f5)

Out[84]= O[q]1

�

Relation (70) implies a result which has been proven already by Andrews [2, Cor.
10.1]:

Corollary 10.3. For non-negative integer n,

(71) cφ2(5n+ 3) ≡ 0 (mod 5).

Proof. By (70) each coefficient of g2 has 5 as a factor. Hence 5 divides each
coefficient of g, and thus 5 | cφ2(5n+ 3). �

Remark 10.4. Another direct consequence of relation (70) is g2 ≡ f 8 (mod 2);
hence g ≡ f 4 (mod 2) or equivalently,

g ≡ 1

q8

∞∏

j=1

(1− q2j)12(1− q10j)4
(1− q4j)4(1− q20j)12 (mod 2).

Taking the the q-product factor G(τ) of g(τ) from (66) into account, one can
reduce this further. By applying freshman’s dream, (1 + x)p ≡ 1 + xp (mod p)
with p a prime, one, for instance, obtains

(72)
∞∑

n=0

cφ2(5n+ 3)qn ≡ q
∞∏

j=1

(1− q10j)5
(1− q4j)3 (mod 2).

On other words, the q-series expansion of the q-product on the right side describes
the parity sequence of the partition numbers cφ2(5n+ 3).

Finally, we return to the aspect of differential and recurrence equations. First,
using the GeneratingFunctions package, we convert relation AlgRel in Out[80],
which is equivalent to (70), into a holonomic differential equation:

In[85]:= AE2DE[AlgRel[[1]],Y[h]]

Notice that here h is taken as an indeterminate.
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Out[85]= 330+12255h
2+205730h

4+2029080h
6+12774880h

8+52211200h
10+134438400h

12+198400000h
14+

128000000h
16 + (108h+ 2807h

3 + 28810h
5 + 147660h

7 + 380600h
9 + 396000h

11)Y[h]− (2+ 67h
2 +

895h
4 + 6246h

6 + 24340h
8 + 50600h

10 + 44000h
12)Y′[h] = 0

To obtain a recurrence for the coefficients d(n) := c(n − 9) of Y (h), we input,
analogously to Out[70], the homogeneous version of the differential equation in
Out[85]:

In[86]:= DE2RE[(108h + 2807h3 + 28810h5 + 147660h7 + 380600h9 + 396000h11)Y[h]

− (2 + 67h2 + 895h4 + 6246h6 + 24340h8 + 50600h10 + 44000h12)Y′[h] = 0, d[n]]

Out[86]= −44000(−9 + n)d[n] − 2200(−127 + 23n)d[2 + n] − 20(−2515 + 1217n)d[4 + n] − 2(4333 +

3123n)d[6+ n] + (−4353− 895n)d[8+ n] + (−562− 67n)d[10+ n]− 2(12+ n)d[12+ n] = 0

As with Out[70], the way we derived this recursion also proves it. Analogously
to Prop. 9.2 we summarize what one obtains after relabeling and using d(n) =
c(n− 9):

Proposition 10.5. Given f as in (67) and g as in (66). Then the uniquely
determined coefficients c(k) such that

(73) g =
∞∑

n=−9

c(n)
( 1

f

)n
2
,

for n ≥ 9 satisfy the holonomic recurrence

c(n) =
−1

2(n+ 9)

(

2553 · 11(n− 12) c(n− 12) + 2352 · 11(23n− 196) c(n− 10)

(74)

+ 22 5(1217n− 6166) c(n− 8) + 2(3123n− 5036) c(n− 6)

+ (895n+ 1668) c(n− 4) + (67n+ 361) c(n− 2)
)

,

with initial values

c(−9) = 20, c(−8) = 165, c(−7) = 540, c(−6) = 3170, c(−5) = 10525/2,

c(−4) = 22640, c(−3) = 23615, c(−2) = 71400, c(−1) = 1508395/32,

c(0) = 84000, c(1) = 792795/32, c(2) = 0, c(3) = −(2775035/256), c(4) = 0,

c(5) = 856325/64, c(6) = 0, c(7) = −(246729945/8192), and c(8) = 0.

11. Appendix: Proof of Proposition 6.2 and zero-recognition of
meromorphic functions on Riemann surfaces

11.1. Proof of Proposition 6.2. Proposition 6.2 is an immediate consequence
of the following, more general Proposition 11.1 which we state and prove in the
setting of the ring of formal power series over the complex numbers, denoted
by C[[z]]. The ring of polynomials with complex coefficients is denoted by C[z];
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its quotient field, the rational functions, by C(z). This notation is extended to
multivariate polynomials, C[z1, . . . , zn], and to rational functions, C(z1, . . . , zn).

Proposition 11.1. Let y(z) =
∑∞

k=0 c(k)z
k ∈ C[[z]] be such that

(75) Aℓ(z)y
(ℓ)(z) + · · ·+ A0(z) = 0,

where the Aj(z) ∈ C[[z]] are algebraic Puiseux series, not all zero. Then y(z)
is holonomic series; i.e., there exist polynomials Pk(z) ∈ C[z], not all zero, such
that

(76) Pd(z)y
(d)(z) + · · ·+ P0(z) = 0.

Proof. By definition, each Aj(z) satisfies an algebraic equation Pj(z, Aj(z)) = 0
with Pj(X, Y ) ∈ C(X)[Y ]. As a consequence, for each j the derivative A′

j(z) is a
rational function in z and Aj(z); i.e.,

A′
j(z) =

dAj(z)

dz
∈ C(z, Aj(z)).

This property extends to the higher derivatives A
(i)
j (z). Hence the rational func-

tion field,

K := C(z)(A0(z), . . . , Aℓ(z), A
′
0(z), . . . , A

′
ℓ(z), A

′′
0(z), . . . , A

′′
ℓ (z), . . . ),

generated by z and all possible derivatives A
(i)
j (z), is nothing but the field gen-

erated by z and the Aj(z); i.e.,

(77) K = C(z)(A0(z), . . . , Aℓ(z)).

Again using the fact that the Aj(z) are algebraic, one sees that K is finitely
generated as a C(z)-module,

(78) K = {β1(z)b1(z) + · · ·+ βr(z)br(z) : βj(z) ∈ C(z)}.
As a concrete choice of the linear generators bj(z), for instance, one can take all
the power products,

A0(z)
a0 · · ·Aℓ(z)aℓ with a0 < degY P0(X, Y ), . . . , aℓ < degY Pℓ(X, Y ).

The next observation is that for k ≥ ℓ:

(79) y(k)(z) = ck,1(z)y
(ℓ−1)(z) + · · ·+ ck,ℓ(z) for some ck,1(z), . . . , ck,ℓ(z) ∈ K.

This can be seen by the following steps which can be applied successively to prove
the statement by mathematical induction. Assuming Aℓ(z) 6= 0, rewrite (75) as

(80) y(ℓ)(z) = −Aℓ−1(z)

Aℓ(z)
y(ℓ−1)(z)− · · · − A0(z)

Aℓ(z)
,

which by (77) is of the required form. Taking the derivative, again by (77), gives

y(ℓ+1)(z) = dℓ(z)y
(ℓ)(z) + · · ·+ d0(z) for some dj(z) ∈ K.

Now reduce with (80) to arrive at the required form.
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Fact (79) prepares us to define another set of linear generators by

(81) {B1, . . . , Brℓ} := {bi(z) y(j)(z) : 1 ≤ i ≤ r, 0 ≤ j ≤ ℓ− 1}.

Using this set and setting d := rℓ, fact (79) translates into a matrix relation,

(82)







y(z)
y′(z)
. . .

y(d)(z)






=







c0,1(z) c0,2(z) . . . c0,d(z)
c1,1(z) c1,2(z) . . . c1,d(z)
. . . . . . . . . . . .

cd,1(z) cd,2(z) . . . cd,d(z)













B1

B2

. . .
Bd






,

where the ci,j are rational functions in C(z). Denote the (d+1)×d matrix by C.
Its transpose Ct is a d × (d + 1) matrix, hence there exists a non-zero vector
x = (x0(z), . . . , xd(z)) ∈ C(z)d+1 such that Ctxt = 0. Equivalently, xC = 0, and
as a consequence of applying this to both sides of (82),

x0(z)y(z) + x1(z)y
′(z) + · · ·+ xd(z)y

(d)(z) = 0,

where the rational functions xj(z) ∈ C(z) are not all zero. Multiplying the xj(z)
with a common denominator completes the proof of Prop. 11.1. �

11.2. Zero recognition of meromorphic functions. The basic fundamental
fact we use for zero recognition of meromorphic functions on Riemann surfaces
is:

Lemma 11.2. Let f be a non-constant meromorphic function on a compact Rie-
mann surface X. Then

∑

x∈X

ordx f = 0.

Proof. See, for instance, [27, Prop. 4.12]. �

In other words,

number of poles of f = number of zeros of f,

counting multiplicities.

Here ordx0 f is defined as follows: Suppose f(x) =
∑

n≥m cn(ϕ(x) − ϕ(x0))
n,

cm 6= 0, is the local Laurent expansion of g at x0 using the local coordinate chart
ϕ : U0 → C which homeomorphically maps a neighborhood U0 of x0 ∈ X to an
open set V0 ⊆ C. Then ordx0 f := m.
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12. Conclusion

In this article we attempt to connect two worlds which, at the first glance, look
very different: the “web of modularity”, i.e.,modular forms and functions, with
the universe of holonomic functions and sequences. It is our hope to inspire
subsequent investigations in this direction.

To point to one of the more general aspects: in the given context, we see quite
some application potential of the “first guess, then prove” strategy. For instance,
it led us to develop, on the “shoulders” of Yang [37], a new algorithm, Mod-
FormDE, to verify holonomic differential equations involving modular forms; see
Section 6 and, for full details, [31]. Concerning the computational complexity
of this approach, we remark that the holonomic procedure to guess the differ-
ential equation only requires to solve a system of linear equations. The proving
step by algorithm ModFormDE boils down to zero-testing of the coefficients αj
in (32). Each of these tests needs linear time in the number of coefficients of the
corresponding q-expansions, resp. x-expansions with x = q1/N0 , at infinity of the
particular αj .

We restrict to mention only one more concrete aspect for further exploration.
Choosing modular functions g and h, as explained, one can relate a non-holonomic
sequence with a holonomic sequence; for example,

(p(11n+ 6))n≥0 ←→ (c(k))k≥0,

where c(k) is defined by the holonomic recurrence (60). As remarked at the end
of Section 9, Ramanujan’s observation 11 | p(11n + 6) is implied by the corre-
sponding divisibility property of the holonomic sequence (c(k))k≥0. Nevertheless,
in the examples we considered (e.g., the sequence defined in (74) is another such
instance) we found it a non-trivial task to prove the corresponding arithmetic
property of the c(k) directly from the defining holonomic recurrence.
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significantly. — In October 2019, while working on parts of this paper, the first
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